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summary 

        The thousand and one night known as the Arabian night and is universally renown 

piece of writing and it is in fact, the central point in our discussion of gender and feminism 

as a reflection of Arabic society. My work also is concerned with the history of the 

narratology and the story telling art since the manuscript was first transmitted oraly. This 

scrutiny tends to illustrate the widespread controversial issue ‘gender’ within the stories of 

the most important fiction story “nights” known as  ‘the porter and the three ladies in 

Baghdad’ or ‘الحمال وثالث بنات’ to investigate the image of women’s inferiority in fiction and 

reality in the past. Also the thesis deals with gender equality between men and women in 

Middle East and western world, since we live in Islamic world, to be obvious there should 

be equality between them. So my thesis tends to analyze the role of gender and class in the 

thousand and one night. as well as discuss what gender roles mean to culture, and what is 

important is to discuss the female character in the story of the porter and three ladies and to 

improve their power upon men also freedom in Muslim society, though most of the stories 

deal with the control of men over women.    

Key words: gender studies, narratology, feminist narratology,  
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Résumé

Les milles et une nuit, connu en occident sous le non de « nuits arabes » et

universellement renommée, lors de notre exposé, le point central  portera sur  le genre et le

féminisme  comme réflexion au sein de la société arabe.

Mon travail est aussi lié à une vue générale  de la ‘narratologie’ et l’art de l’histoire orale,

vu que l’ouvrage en question était antécédemment transmis par voix orale.

Cette étude tend à parler du sujet qui a eu une large et vaste diffusion, à savoir ‘le genre’

(féminin et masculin), qu’on trouve illustré à l’intérieur de l’un des plus importants récits,

connus sous le nom « le porteur et les trois femmes de Baghdâd ».

D’autre part notre recherche étudiera l’image de l’infériorité de la femme dans le monde de

la fiction et de la réalité dans le passé. On portera aussi notre regard sur les acquis de

l’égalité de la femme en occident et au moyen orient, analyserons le rôle du genre (féminin

et masculin) dans les différentes classes sociales au cours de l’histoire et dans notre culture

passée et présente.

Et pour conclure nous évoquerons la façon de parler et le caractère de la femme, le pouvoir

d’attraction du genre féminin sur l’homme et particulièrement la liberté de mouvement et

de  penser de la femme au sein d’une société musulmane ou il est reconnu depuis le passé

l’existence de contraintes sur la femme par l’homme.
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الملخص

ي مناقشتنا عن الف لیلة ولیلة المعروفة  باللیالي العربیة ھادا الكتاب مشھور عالمیا انھ في الواقع النقطة المركزیة ف

ذ أحیل األجناس والنساء بوصفھا انعكاسا للمجتمع العربي. المذكرة تناقش تاریخ السرد وفن روایة القصص من

ة الخیالیةقصص من القصالواسع للجدل لمسألة "الجندر" .ضمن ھذا التدقیق یمیل إلى توضیح نطاقالمخطوط األول.

صورة أكیدللتوالھدف من ھده القصةالحمال والسیدات الثالث في بغدادأھم القصص المعروفة باسمالف لیلة و لیلة 

وسط والعالم رق األفي الخیال والواقع.  أیضا األطروحة تتناول المساواة بین الجنسین بین الرجل والمرأة في الشالمرأة

الحمالأدوارالغربي  أطروحتي تمیل إلى تحلیل ادوار نوع الجنس والطبقة في ألف لیلة ولیلة وكذلك مناقشة ما یعني .

ي مجتمع مسلم لحریة فاوثالث سیدات وتحسین قوتھم على الرجال أیضاقصةوالمھم ھو مناقشة الشخصیة النسائیة في 

اء سیطرة الرجال على النسرغم أن معظم القصص تتعامل مع
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Introduction

The Arabian Nights, commonly known as the One Thousand and One Night, is a

popular work of one thousand stories that were orally transmitted for many generations

before they were written on paper. Moreover, it is a collection of south Asian, including

Indian and Persian, stories, and some Arabic and Egyptian ones. The first manuscript of

the collection appeared in Europe in French and English languages, however, some of the

stories were not included in the Arabic version, like, Aladdin's Wonderful Lamp, Ali Baba

and the Forty Thieves and the Seven Voyages of Sinbad the Sailor, the stories were added

into the collection by a French translator Antoine Galland.

Since the Nights1 were first transmitted orally, hence, it has evolved the act of

storytelling and especially the narrative technique; in which the storyteller of the tales

increases suspense and attraction, like Scheherazade did in most of her stories. Her

narrative style has fascinated the tyrannical king (her husband) and was used as a weapon

to save her life and the lives of all women. Consequently, this relation between masculinity

and feminist thinking, and the struggle between them creates or ends up with the issue of

gender and power. Obviously, the reader would ask about the reason and the aim behind

this point in my dissertation. Simply, the relation between gender and power is without

doubt included in all stories of the Nights, but for those who regarded that the Nights

enclosed just on the idea of men empowerment over women, this idea should be really

reconsidered. So in this case, my scrutiny is concerned with women empowerment over

men, depending on the story of the porter and the three ladies in Baghdad, which is one of

the most important stories in the Nights.
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Chapter one highlights the ambiguity of the origins of the Nights, and it deals with the

magic of Middle Eastern literature on western world. I start my chapter by including the

exact first appearance of the fiction script. This chapter deals, also, with western reception

of the script. In this point I will demonstrate the reader’s reception of the stories, finally the

impact of the nights on European literature, and on European folk narrative.

The second chapter is about the narrative elements of the Night that were used by the

narrator Scheherazade like ‘the interpolated tales’. It spots light on the history of the art of

storytelling where hints about the role of narrator in the stories ‘the first, second and the

third narrator’, the relation between narration, personality of the narrator and the model of

travel form the core of analysis.

the third chapter, totally a practical part, deals with the issue of gender and the power

in the Nights, as well as the roles of women and their attitudes: power of women, freedom,

class, fornication and women attraction ‘the use of flattering words’ in the real and

fictional world, depending on the story of the porter and the three ladies in Baghdad and

comparing them with western world.

My work ends with a conclusion recapitulating the major results I came with through

the analysis of the gender issue in the Nights, in general, and the porter and the three

ladies in Baghdad, in particular.
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NOTES

1 In the whole work I will use The Nights as denoting The Arabian Nights
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Chapter 1

The ambiguity of the origins of the Nights

In front of the pages of the nights we cannot resist to read these enjoyable stories.

This collection of the Nights is regarded as the world literature tradition, its pages create a

structure which is produced from a wide imagination and also inspired its power from the

reality. When we read the fabulous stories contained in the nights, we have a feeling which

resembles that of ‘Goosebumps’ when we get amazed by the beauty of the architectural art

which adorns Taj Mahal or the Pyramids. In addition to this, we get surrounded by a

feeling of failure, lost and amazement in front of the greatness production. Despite all this

feeling, when we finish from reading the classic tale of the nights and we get aware of its

content, we believe that there is an immense human guile.

The Nights is regarded as a castle which includes three suites, the first suite contains

of Persian and Indian script, the second suite contains tales backed in Abbasids era, and the

final suite describes us the history of Egypt during the Fatimid era. These suites create a

realm of ambiguity around the nights added to it the anonymity of its authors; the nights

are then the creation of humanity and not a person or a civilization. In addition to this, the

producers of the Nights are not a group of people but of nations representing civilizations.

They are nations which represent generations of storytellers who could spread around
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centuries this immense production. If it was a little bit a dissociated work; at the end it was

able to be a unified work. And when it passed on every country, we realize that other tales

or stories and other kind of nation’s traditions were added to the manuscript.

The reader should know that the Nights had grown within an imaginative mind of

simple Indian man, and arrived to a Persian man who was obsessed by the tales of many

generations, the reader have to know that the Arabian man from Egypt how he was able to

taste every words.

The Nights were just fairytales before it became a kind of book with an unknown

author. As it was mentioned before, there was an agreement on the three main sources of

the complicated collection of stories; however it is difficult for us to discover these sources

while reading them, if some of the stories has clear source, others do not, but this does not

matter, for us when we travel and enjoy the imaginative of the one thousand and one nights

,the script includes such attractive and magic style while reading it, and this due to its real

and unique character in each story which appears exactly in its unreal character. The Indian

and Persian manuscript of the Nights includes in general an imaginative side. It has a

particular style of supernatural events and characters, whereas, the Abbasids manuscripts

describes the landmarks of Baghdad in the 19th century, while the Egyptian manuscripts is

characterized by narrating a social issues with an adequate style.

An Arabian manuscript of the Nights includes many stories. In this context there are

two points to make, the first one being that these manuscripts depends on general language

rather than on a vernacular one ( the language of Koran), so we realize that the storytellers

played an important role while telling these stories orally. The second point is somehow

funny, most of readers thought that all the script includes one thousand and one stories but

in fact this number is symbolic, it means all the texts includes many stories.
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The first publication of the Arabic manuscript of the Nights was at India in

1814, whereas the second publication was at Cairo in 1835, it was produced in

a printing firm. The Nights was known in the western world to all European

intellectuals. In 1704 a first translated version was published by Antoine

Galland who had also translated the Koran in 1710. Moreover, there were other

translated versions in the same years with different languages like, English and

German in 1712, Italian in 1722, Indian in 1732 and Russian language in 1763.

(Par)

At that time, the Nights received a great success in the world, and the intellectuals of art

were influenced by this magical innovation. Because recently, many of the famous western

writers still producing and publishing fairytales books confess that their inspiration came

from the legend of the one Thousand and one Night.

Many of researchers had analyzed the texts, and it was an amazing result with

prized information, especially about nations which contributed to produce the collections,

and even their way of life and living conditions.

Despite the one Thousand and Night, the story has a scientific archive. In this

way, we recognize that the Nights was a source of inspiration for many western

creators and intellectuals, who benefited more from the sacred value of this

legacy than the Middle East, though it has an eastern origin. In the east they

didn’t care about their inherited value though it deserved more attention. They

didn’t promote and benefit from its fortune. (Leeuwen 26)

Well, concerning this quote, I disagree, the Middle East benefited well from their

production, because there is such huge Arabic production that resembles this immense

production of the thousand and one night, for instance, Kalila wa Dimna, by ibn moukafaa,

al bukhala by al jahid, al ibarat by al manfalouti.ect
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In the beginning of the eighteenth century, the western literature had been

extensively influenced by the magic literature of the one thousand and one nights, and

many studies have focused on the reaction of its appearance in Europe. For instance we

have French statesman Antoine Galland who had translated it into French and he

introduced it to Europe in the 18th c, and we have Richard Burton in his translated book the

Arabian Nights Entertainments. In this introductory chapter, I am going to give a brief

introduction on the ambiguity of the origins of the thousand and one Night, its reception in

the late century and then I am going to discuss the inspiration of the book on western

world’s literature.

According to the fable, the stories that create the nights viewed it “as an interrupted

account of a very long tale told by Scheherazade to her king, Shahriar” (al- Musawi 3). His

first wife has committed adultery, which makes him mistrust all women. Shahriar has

married several times, and each time at the morning he kills his new bride. But the clever

Scheherazade’s story telling made her new husband abandon this cruel madness.

Here is a part of a quote that states clearly the exact event from the book the Arabian

Nights Tales from a Thousand and One Nights by Richard Burton:

…When the Wazir heard from his daughter these words, he related to her,

from first to last, all that had happened between him and the King. There

upon said she: "By Allah, O my father, how long shall this slaughter of

women endures? Shall I tell thee what is in my mind in order to save both

sides from destruction?" "Say on, O my daughter," quoth he and quoth

she: "I wish thou wouldst give me in marriage to this King Shahryar.

Either I shall live or I shall be a ransom for the virgin daughters of

Moslems and the cause of their deliverance from his hands and

thine."….. »O my daughter," asked he, "and how shall that profit thee
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when thou shall have thrown away thy life?" And she answered, "O my

father, it must be, come of it what will! (1)

The Thousand and one Nights was first transmitted in oral folk tradition of several

times, including those of “India, Iran (Persia), Iraq, Turkey, Egypt” (al-musawi 4). The

original collection was adapted by an earlier Persian manuscript called Hazar Afsanah (A

Thousand Tale) that was translated in Arabic in nineteenth century. Although the piece of

writing still unfound, in this case, Islamic scholars mention such a work, which had

similarities to the Arabian Nights, which is, the book Alf layla wa layla, or Thousand and

One Nights, but over time, the unknown writers added new tales to justify that title.

The reputation of the Nights in the West began with French orientalist named

Antoine Galland. In 1704 his translation of the work into French raises many translations

and imitations to feed Europe and specially England (Mernissi 61). The version used by

Antoine Galland for his translation in the eighteenth century, “contains only 282 nights”

(Leeuwen 3). Another several English translations like, William Edward lane in 1841and

John Payne’s in 1884. English orientalist and explorer Sir Richard Burton’s translation is

the most famous because it preserved the quality of the original one3. On the one hand,

Western orientalists knew about Arabic stories of Aladdin and Ali Baba, however, this last

invented by Galland’s in French version, and later edited by the Syrian scholar Muhsin

Mahdi, in his 1984 scholarly edition of “the Arabic text of the Nights”. He announced that

the translated version of Galland as the only authentic version of the one thousand and one

nights. He postulated a theory concerning the theory of the historical evolution of the

various texts. According to Mahdi, the original version of the collections did not include

thousand and one night, however, later researchers collected the original stories from

various sources to rich the number 1001(Leeuwen 3). Thus, Mahdi maybe correct, when he

announced that the text of Antoine Galland which he edited, is the only surviving version.
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However, He doubted on the honesty and on the serious attempt of the scholars and

researcher to reconstruct a version of the thousand and one nights, when they collected

other stories to rich the number 1001 after the number 282 nights. The statue of the textual

history of the one thousand and one nights is still unclear. Some stories are only known

from nineteenth century editions, and it is uncertain if they were copied from the ancient

manuscript or created by the scholars of the edition. Some stories were taken from the

tradition of the folklore, and recorded from storytellers in nineteenth century (Leeuwen 4).

Galland took the original stories, then he shortened them, paraphrased them and

adjusted them to European tastes. His collection was successful; however, he marginalized

the content of the original stories and ignored the qualities of the text (Kobzosova 162). All

scholars were continually modifying, simplifying and reshaping them over and over again;

this is perhaps the main reason why most people know the stories as nothing more than

fairy tales for children. The deep meaning collection of the stories was lost in all the

translations because the westerners were interested in only two things: adventures and

passion. The latter, was expressed in strange way, restricted in the language of female body,

‘Samar’, the Arabic word means “talking late into night”, was completely deleted in

Christian’s European tales (Mernissi 62). On the other hand, the emergence of the

collection has created new world literature and arts, so its cultural contribution for

humankind is immense. And it contains many genres not just adventurous one, from

adventurous tale to love stories, from comedies to tragedies, from spiritual legend to

historical one.

Moving to another point in the chapter, what is prominent in this part is the

concept of influence and reader reception2. “Reception aesthetics’ or ‘reception theory”

(Eagleton 47) examines the reader’s role in literature, without the reader there would be no

literary texts at all (47). Terry stated that in order to interpret the text, we interpret only
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“the text being examined” (47) i.e. the interpretation must be limited to only the text itself.

According to the Nights when using this theory, the examiner need to ignore all the outside

influences, such as the author’s background and focus only on what is contained in the

text. The reader is important as the author, and he makes implicit connections, states

opinions and fills in gaps (48).

The text itself is regarded as an amount of signs to the reader, and a call to build the

implicit language into clear meaning (49). Like exactly in the one thousand and one night,

it includes a complex and implicit language like the proverbs told by each character, and in

general, what I have noticed when reading the stories, most of the proverbs are told when

some of the characters find themselves in an embarrassing situation in order to survive

against the enemy or the ‘jinni, i.e., the character within the tale, get defended against the

enemy by using the narrative method, reciting poems, in which it includes deprived words.

Like exactly Scheherazade did to keep her lifelong she used flattering words.

In this case, the reader which is one of the main characteristics in the reception

theory, it has a vital role and he could be regarded as reader and author at the same time,

however, this last is only shown within the first version of the book because of the

anonymous author, whereas in the translated versions the readers keep their position as a

reader. After a deep scrutiny of the old texts and manuscripts with its complex language, in

the terminology of reception theory, “the reader makes the literary work real and essential,

and without the contribution of the reader there would be no literary work at all” (50).

Reader-response criticism is “the examination of a text based on the reader’s

knowledge and experience” (72), each person’s reading of a text is different because of his

or her life experiences and social environment. This is important to the Nights because it is

a text from the Middle East that is read around the world, the lessons and morals in the

stories translated to people of all cultures. When reading the text, a person needs to have
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the ability to open up their imagination. In addition, the stories are easier to understand and

related to a person that had a common experience.

Some researchers have studied the psychological aspect of the reader’s reaction to

the text. They found that the text has the ability to influence the emotion of the reader. The

text can influence a person‘s emotion because of the suspense if Scheherazade would be

alive another night. When reading her stories I have noticed myself hoping that she will

survive, I knew I will be sad if she was to be killed. In all seriousness, the Nights has an

implicit magic influence on my emotions. In the majority of Scheherazade’s tale, she stops

telling her stories in a suspenseful moment just before the end of the story. Like in the

story of the porter and the three ladies, when all of the porter and calendars end telling their

stories in order not to be killed by the ladies, after a while the Caliph ordered Ja’afar to

bring them to his ministry he said, "Bring me the three ladies and the two dogs and the

three Calendars." (Burton 57) once the sisters knew that they stand in front of the fifth of

the sons of Abbas, Harun al Rachid, their faces yellowed and they knew their lives end

here, Scheherazade stopped here in the sixteen night and she create a suspenseful mood for

the king to let her continue what will happen to the sisters with Harun al Rachid. And as a

reader this tactic has an effect on me also, not just on the king, because it made me want to

continue reading I cannot push myself to stop reading and put the book down, this

suspenseful method ensure  that the reader will want to come back and finish the tales.

Although Scheherazade leaves her stories in suspense, but some nights she

completely finish them, in this case she makes the reader predicts whether the king will

end her life then or not, but even though she ends a tale at the night she return to continue

by telling the stories that she left previously. Since the Nights has a form of ‘stories within

stories’, she can finish her story without fear, and leave the king in a big suspense. As a

reader I find myself amazed when Scheherazade returns to another story, because I could
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not remember the exact plot and details of the previous stories, it is a kind of challenge and

I get lost and bored. However, unconsciously I found difficulty to stop reading the tale and

close the book, in this sense, one of my motivations for reading the Nights was to see if

Scheherazade could win the heart of the king and be able to live. Secondary was the desire

to know the conclusion of the stories. The Nights translated by Richard Burton is an

excellent work of literature, the ending of Scheherazade‘s stories illustrate how the reader

can be affected by the story.

We have noticed when she ends her story each night; she uses a common ending

which includes the use of suspense. Because of the stories within stories techniques the

Nights could not stop until Scheherazade conclude all of her stories and don’t start a new

one. “The structure of the stories makes the Nights a candidate for reader response

criticism” (Eagleton 70) this means, this criticism discovers the relationship between the

reader and the text itself. It also takes into consideration the reader’s emotions, experiences

and background in analysis and criticism of the text.

Moving on to a different point, this part discusses the way in which the Nights have

inspired the western authors to write with awareness the cultural and Arabian writings. The

Nights was very popular in Europe like the modern stories of Harry Potter became popular

in Arab world, the western world did not face, as we thought, a warm and huge reception

to the ‘Thousand and One Nights’ and did not enjoy the status of high art in recent years.

i.e., however, the period of its first appearance was the one in which western scholars has

faced a huge reception. Early western scholars of the Victorian era considered the Nights

as, immoral beliefs and vagabond characters described in the stories. In contrast, western

poets were much more receptive and supportive of the ideas in ‘The Nights’, especially

those of the romantic era, writers such as Wordsworth and Edgar Alan Poe considered the

Arabian tales as works of unique imaginative power.(stunner cold)
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The earlier western world, that still uncertain about the original of the classic tales, they

saw its imagination absorbed by the oriental works of writers who sought their inspiration

from the classic ‘Thousand and one Nights’, although these writers portrayed the East as

highly foreign, sensual and exaggerated writers.

The Nights has influenced the English literature of the 20th century too (Nishio 57),

one can easily find the Oriental elements in English literature, cinema, fiction, and in media

of the 20th century. “Among the 20th century literary figures, Joseph Conrad, W.B Yeats,

James Joyce, and T.S. Eliot, were all great admirers of the thousand and one night, their

works contain references to the Arabian Nights” (Al Olaqi). The Nights had played an

important role to develop the authenticity of the oriental movement about the east in entire

Europe. “Edward (1979), in his essay ‘the discourse of the Orient’, states that: the Orient

was almost a European invention, and had been since antiquity a place of romance, exotic

being, haunting memories and landscapes, remarkable experiences” (Yamanaka 89).

“Literary theorists and scholars of linguistics have described in a positive way the

classic stories as, brilliant and entertaining work of narratives” (Nance 23), critics

considered the value of moral tales of the Nights as an important concept to modern life,

because of their depiction of human struggle against strong forces, personified by the

Genies in the classic tales. The Nights address many themes to the reader or the audience,

as: life, death, happiness, good and evil, themes of justice and forgiveness are also

presented in the linked tales. One of the most famous themes in the Nights is that of power,

particularly magic power that is seen to corrupt. For instance, here is a quote from the story

of The Fisherman and the Jinni:

… There was a king who was betrayed by his wife, and one day he

knew of her betrayal and he killed her man without her noticing, once

she knew that the king is the killer of her lover, she stood up, and
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pronouncing some words to the king unintelligible, she said, "By

virtue of my egromancy become thou half stone and half man!" not

just the king but she throw her spell on a whole city with all its streets

and the citizens of all faiths, Muslim, Jew, Christian and Magian she

transformed them into fishes, the moslem became white fish, the jew

are yellow, the Christian are blue and the magian are red (Burton22)

This notion is developed by depicting characters of witches or tyrannical rulers who give

out life and death at impulse and the effects of such absolute control. The role of women is

also highlighted in the tales who often take on the role of supporting characters, they are

often introduced in the stories as slaves of men who own them but show the strength of

their character by overcoming their difficult situation. The stories present useful advice on

how to survive in a society where women’s position is inferior, The Thousand and One

Night’s depiction of a society where social mobility ‘ freedom’ is arrested and social

division ‘race and class’ is difficult , is still relevant to this day and somewhat illustrative

of the reality of modern Eastern existence.

The westerners didn’t totally modify their view concerning the thousand and one

night, in other words, they still believe in its popularity. For me this legend is the one

which had mobilized or developed their world of fairytales, world of magic imagination

and Creativeness, in a word, they were inspired by this literary style. Whereas our Arabic

intellectuals, their main concern is just the success of this manuscript, in this situation,

comparing them with westerners is something which is completely different. Why I have

mentioned such view? That is because of the matter of period i.e. they pay much attention

to the collection and they did consider it as their cultural heritage, but for them it was just a

simple book, its purpose was just for entertaining people, but all this in a specific period of

time, since the 18th c till the 20th c. I do agree that the manuscript had made its bit in the
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world. However, in the modern-day there is no international, huge and legendary Arabic

work that resembles the thousand and one Night.

In this case the westerns are the winners and took this failure as their first path to

invent an immense production of western legendry works. In addition to this, the style of

the collections according to the Arabic literature has lost its position and this is because of

the simple style full of informal language included in western versions. In this way, since

the westerners were immensely influenced by the Nights they began to follow the same

path, in other words they began to marginalize the style of “folk literature or oral tradition”

(Kobzosova 164), they no longer pay much attention. With brief illustration, folk literature

or called oral tradition is tradition knowledge with no written language and it is literature

transmitted orally.

Traditionally, both western and eastern intellectuals had marginalized folk literature,

the reason of this change is, “because of the beginning of colonialism, educational

development and western literary influence” (kobzosova 164). To make this idea clearer,

we take an example of an “Albanian modernist thinker Muhammad Ali Pasha” (nonce 26),

considered as the founder of modern Egypt. His aim was to establish a modern European

like state in Egypt and one of his contributions was to send Egyptians students to study

abroad in order to learn more about foreign languages so they could better themselves and

translate certain European works into Arabic This translation value had influenced Arabic

literary development. We call this Egyptian modernization ‘literary renaissance’. That’s

the reason the old style of folk literature had been marginalized, and Arabic literature faced

some kind of modernization.

Moreover, the thousand and One Nights had affected all cultures, it also captured

the creative imagination of musicians and filmmakers, most children must have heard of
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Aladdin and his enchanted lamp, Ali Baba and the adventures of Sinbad in some form or

the other .

Scholars to this day continue to study the structure, narrative techniques,

history and development of the classical stories involved in the

‘compendium’ which is (a collection of facts on a particular subject,

especially in a book). Most scholars agree that this classical work is a well

planned analysis as it is a rich and complex text. (Irwin 62).

According to the quote, the essential themes, motifs, and elements that were taken from

the thousand and one nights into the work of writers are of a different character i.e. within

the different stories, each of them handle characters which hide an implicit theme or

message. Within the collections we can find long and short stories, poems, proverbs and

simple fairy tales for children. It is also interesting to note that the Nights presents and

promotes attractive lessons in the exercise of public relations. Some of the scholars of the

literary world maintain that the ‘Thousand and One Nights’ is an achievement that remains

incomparable by any other work of literature. The marvelous volume, richness of

characters presented in the stories remains special. The text also sheds light on the lives

and culture of its creators and will continue to flash the imagination and change the

character of new generations.

With no doubt, the production of the thousand and one nights occurred due to “the

interaction of the west and the orients and immediately we notice a rich combination of

cultures” (Yamanaka, Irwin 4). The cultural complexity of the thousand and one nights

started to diminish because of the deep scrutiny of the origin manuscript, and within the

collection it includes stories which are irrelevant with the old legend, like in the translated

work of Antoine Galland and Richard Burton who mentioned the story of Aladdin and the
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Magic Lamp. As it is mentioned the impact of the Nights on literature, it appears also an

impact of the nights on the “European folk narrative” (Yamanaka. Irwin 5) in this part I will

give a brief illustration of a folk narrative by mentioning its features and elements.

A folk narrative is a traditional story of a particular tribe, community

or society. This story is usually passed from generation to generation

in order to preserve some civilized traditional cultures. Folk narratives

are common in written literature. And the exact meaning of folk

narrative is a folk form of literary writings that relates a story in

different forms. There also different kinds of folk narrative which are

myths, legends, novels, anecdotes, autobiography, biography, short

stories, fairy tales, epics and folk tales (“a folk narrative”).

The thousand and one nights had introduced the European narrative fantasy to the

new world like Aladdin in Disney world, when the European market received a huge

amount of the new edition of the thousand and one nights, popular storyteller and the

narrators retold and imitated stories originating from the thousand and one nights. In this

way the Nights continues to influence European folk narrative until the present day. In

addition to that, “the thousand and one nights had left traces in different genres of European

folk narratives; they have also contributed to shape the theory of folk narrative research”

(Irwin 6)

The theory of folk narrative research or what we call it “Narratology”:

Is about the theory of narrative in literature and deals with structures and

modes of plot development and narration. Folk narrative research has

developed with the discipline of folklore in the age of European

Romanticism; it was developed from the beginning of the nineteenth century
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by prominent scholars as the German brothers Jacob (1785-1863) and

Wilhelm Grimm (1786-1859). As well as folk narrative research was defined

as a comparative and historical discipline” (Fludernik)

Not really similar to the thousand and one night, “but there are two major collections

of Oriental narrative, like Kalila and Dimna and Sind bad” (nishio 19), they are both

similar in the theory of Narratology, But, in contrast to the Arabian nights, the collections

of Kalila and Dimna and Sinbad were known in Europe and greatly valued in medieval

Europe “at first in Latin version and then in European vernacular languages” (Mernissi

30). In this case, these collections have made a huge influence to become popular and oral

folk narrative. What is mentioned in this last part, the narrative techniques, in order to

show a brief introduction of the next chapter which is about narratology.

To sum up, the origin of the thousand and one Night started effectively at the end of

the 18th c, and the text was developed in three periods. First, a collection of stories was

made in Baghdad in the eighth and ninth centuries, based on the Persian text.  It was called

‘Hazar Afsan’ or ‘a Thousand Tales’. Second, the tales were enlarged with Arabic materials

to form the first Arabic version called ‘a Thousand Nights’ in the ninth to tenth centuries.,

Finally, in the Egyptian period from the twelfth to eighteenth centuries, stories were added

which created the current form. The version that we have is based on few original

manuscripts. The original Persian version has never been found and we don’t have any idea

about the content of the lost manuscript.

‘The Nights’ were translated for the first time into a European language by Antoine

Galland, who added some stories (namely, Aladdin, Sind bad and Ali Baba) to this

translation and the title became the thousand and one Night. The version used by Antoine

Galland for his translation, however, included ‘282 nights’ (Leeuwen, p 3). It is believed
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that the original text didn’t include one thousand and one nights. More stories were added

from the various other sources in order to reach the number 1001.

The tales of The Nights are regarded as an important part of Middle Eastern folk culture

since medieval times. Their long history of development over centuries showed that the

tales existed for a long time. When the tales were first introduced to the Western world in

the eighteenth century they were regarded as little more than entertaining diversions.

In the literary critics, unfortunately, we noticed that the early western scholars

criticized the immoral behaviors of the Islamic characters included within the tales and

related it to Arabic culture. Away from literary critics, fortunately, the western writers and

poets were inspired by the tales, especially during the romantic period such as Goethe,

wordsworth, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and Edgar Allan Poe. These writers saw the

collection as a work of unique imaginative power, and the tales were deeply influential on

their thinking. They also interested the European imagination, in developing a number of

Oriental works that depicted a highly sensual, foreign East. In the twentieth century, the

stories began to receive serious critical attention, the tales of the thousand and night began

to be criticized by various scholars from different fields, including anthropology,

linguistics, psychology, and literary theory.

We believe the thousand and one night, in addition, to being a brilliantly entertaining

narrative, was also as a profound work of art. We notice that the tales reflect certain

values of modern life.  When observing the stories carefully, there are   indications of

solutions to the struggles of individuals in their daily life.

Late-twentieth-century analyses of the thousand and one night have focused on the

manuscript history of the tales, their structure and narrative technique, the influence of

classical European traditions on the stories, and their impact on Western literature and

culture. The stories of the thousand and night left a special value and significant impact in
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all of literature. A number of stories from the collection continue to have an effect on the

young and old readers. The stories from the collection became, also, a part of the

imagination not just of the culture from which the tales originated but of the people all over

the world.
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Notes

1 The Nights refers in my work to both The Arabian Nights and the One Thousand and One

Night.

2 There are four Arabic texts for the Arabian Nights which are in common circulation.

Three of these four were compiled by or at the behest of foreigners. The oldest is the

Shirwanee, also called the Calcutta I text (1814-1818).

3 it is a school of criticism which emerged in the 1970s, focused on finding meaning in the

act of reading itself and examining the ways individual readers or communities of readers

experience texts. These critics raise theoretical questions regarding how the reader joins

with the author to help the text mean.

4 in which I depended on his version, in the third chapter, though I have the Arabic version,

in order not to corrupt the exact meaning of the story the porter and three ladies in

Baghdad.
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Chapter 2

The art of the storytelling and the structure of the
script

The Nights had strengthened its textual position in the western literature which

considered it as rich with a useful collection of Arabian tales. But what is important here, is

that the stories are narrated by Scheherazade, when we say ‘narrate’ it indicates the way of

narrating or orally told and ‘narrate’ or ‘tell’ is the sense of convey, signify, indicate, not in

that of mediated, or reported by words. To clarify more, traditionally, they were transmitted

in an oral tradition, but unlike European folk 1, they were passed on as true histories, “this

is because in early Islam culture, story-telling (telling a tale that is untrue) is a lie and

forbidden, therefore the tales are often named Histories” (todorov 228). So when these tales

were originally told, they were recounted as historical events in an oral tradition, which

provides raw material for texts. In this context, “oral narrative tradition” (Irwin 32) means

the method by which stories are composed and performed for an audience.

The frame story2 or the structure of the Nights is one of its most interesting aspects,

and has captured the imagination of the generation of many writers, artists and filmmakers

in different part of the world. While talking of the structure, is a kind of ‘stories within
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stories’ which means a long life for Scheherazade. Thus, the aim of this chapter is to

discuss the complex narrative structure of the Nights and the history of the art of the story

telling, in addition its relation with identity and relation between the model of travel and

narrative.

The Nights is one of the world’s best known collections of tales and stories, captivating

to both translators and readers, and it is “as entertaining as it is enormously diverse” (

Fishburn 149), i.e. in general, within  complicated series it is difficult to find our way

through it, this maze is called ‘diversions’ in other word, we turn again and again within the

stories until we find the centre, which mean in one side we enjoy reading  and we turn

around and get lost in other side. However, in my opinion in the case of the Nights is

different, its function was to get as far as possible from the diversions and concentrate mostly

on entertainments. One function of the narrative technique, is that it uses frame story in order

to link a series of tales, and this is considered as a normal feature of oral literature, in

addition to this, the huge number of stories in The Thousand and One Nights are linked by

the irresistible figure of Scheherazade, who, in Burton’s translation, is both educated and

beautiful:

Indeed it was said that she had collected a thousand books of histories relating to

antique races and departed rulers. She had perused the works of the poets and

knew them by heart; she had studied philosophy and the sciences, arts, and

accomplishments; and she was pleasant and polite, wise and witty and well read.

(Douglas 46)

A frame narrative is a literary technique used to contain “an embedded narrative”

(kobzosova), i.e., all the stories are structured within the same style and concept, which is

(a save life for all characters), a story within a story, to provide the reader with context

about the main story. A frame narrative, also known as a framing narrative or a frame
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story, might be found in the beginning, middle or end of the story. It can also act like a link

that connects many stories together. In Scheherazade through looking glass:

Frame story also called frame tale, overall unifying story within which one or

more tales are related, it contains a narrative technique, by which an introductory

main story is composed; its purpose is to organize a set of shorter stories, each of

which is a story within story. The frame story leads readers from the first story

into the tale or the smaller one. (87)

To be a frame narrative, the story must act firstly as an occasion for the telling of the other

stories i.e. there should be a sudden event when telling stories.

“The writer could add in a frame narrative a set of smaller stories into one on the

whole story. In general, a story within a main story is used to sum up some aspect of the

framing story” (smith 5). For example, in The Book of the One Thousand and One Nights,

the narrator ‘Scheherazade or other characters’, who is also a character in the story, relates a

number of fairy tales to another character. The effect of this type of frame narration is to tie

all of the stories together to present the reader with one collection of related tales. The

earliest frame stories can be traced back to ancient India. The Nights is probably the most

famous Middle Eastern frame narrative. I.e. the framed narratives consist of the tales in

which the fictional characters tell to each other to pass the time.

Frame stories have certain characteristics; first, the division of the collection of the

Nights that is found in the interpolated tales (story within story), may have an impact on the

narrator that could interrupt him when recounting tales, and it is known as “the art of

interruption (Leeuwen 51), to clarify more, interruption device used as a narrative device, it

breaks the curriculum of the narrating technique, when we say ‘break’ it does not have a

negative effect ; on the contrary it has a positive effect, it could provide and help the narrator
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by using the rhyme, movement, inserting transition, pauses, connections and contradictions

etc. Second, as we said frame story forms the interruption of the narrative, it also forms the

link between the reality and fiction world within the interpolated stories, this last, regarded as

a symbol and represents the real narrative world (Ouygan 59), i.e. the interpolated stories

doesn’t show the real life, it shows the imaginative world with real meaning and real

narrative technique.

Overall, frame narratives are used to provide the reader with multiple levels

of meaning. Whether a narrative contains one embedded narrative or a series

of related stories, the framing of a narrative creates opportunities for

multiple levels of interpretation. For instance, a frame may expand or shrink

the distance between the reader and the story, change the reader’s sense of

what is and what is not important, or imply certain sociological, political or

ethical consequences that reach beyond the text into the outside world. All

of these effects of frame narratives give stories different levels of meaning.

(Prudchenko)

Frame tales show a clear description of oral storytelling to the modern thinker and give

him a hint of how they took place. Moreover,

In a frame tale, the writer creates an audience in the text, providing a link

between actual oral storytelling traditions and a literate genre that aims to depict

those traditions In addition to this; developing structures make us to believe that

the creators of the frame tales borrowed the concept of storytelling tradition from

the oral performance culture (Irwin 5)

This means that the stories, structures, and performance contexts in frame tales all come

from medieval oral and many of the stories are traditional stories, appearing in many
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different cultures and contexts. Medieval oral performers3 have constructed frames to unify

their performances; moreover, “the achievement of oral tradition scholars divided their study

between oral and literacy or voice and text, this idea gave the modern audience the ability to

read and interpret frame tales” (smith7). In which they lost its position and had decreased

from the interpolated tales to the novel, oral tradition studies or folk narrative research as it

was mentioned in the last chapter which is a way to keep the history or culture of the people

alive, and since it was a form of story-telling, it was a popular entertainment and urged

scholars to finish up the study of the structure of the tales or the form and concentrate more

on content.

When asking the question what are the texts of the Nights today?  There are scripts

which built the existence of the work and inscribe it in the archive of the medieval Arabic

civilization4, by the use of their language, social culture and ideological codes. In addition

to this, there are editions aimed at making the content of the manuscripts available to the

modern Arabic reader. Finally, there are translations that depend on the form and aims to

make the Nights available in other languages and for other culture. The circumstances that

determine the creation of the collection of the Nights played an important role, if we

consider for example the story of Scheherazade, the voyage of Sinbad the sailor, Aladdin

and his magic lamp, and Ali Baba and the forty thieves, which are the four most famous

stories of the thousand and one night.

However, we noticed the first two stories are organized in the Arabic manuscripts

tradition, and the two others, Aladdin and Ali Baba don’t have written Arabic source,

because no old edition and no old manuscript present either of them. But later both were

discovered by Antoine Galland who brought them from a monk from Aleppo and was the

first to introduce it into French at the beginning of the eighteen century in his famous

translation the Arabian nights (Ouyang17).
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In this case, it is difficult to study Aladdin and Ali Baba in Arabic literary tradition‘s

view because there is no Arabic text, the importance of the choice of the text be it either

manuscript, editions or a translated one is not essential. However, when the text is

selected from certain manuscript, editions or translated one, the choice of particular tales

is essential. Because all do not have the same value and do not represent the Nights in the

same way. For example, if someone wanted to study the collection as it is received in the

western world or outside the Arab world, it is essential to include Aladdin and Ali Baba

within his study. However, if someone wanted to study the collection with its organized

and interpolated way of Arabic tradition manuscripts it is preferable to depend on the

most ancient one.

In order to understand the better organization of the collection, the tale of the

merchant and the genies, from the translated book the Arabian night by Richard Burton, is

the appropriate example with detailed analysis. The story begins with: a strange event

when the merchant had thrown a date stone which caused the death of the young genie,

while the father genie wanted  revenge for his son, suddenly; three old men appeared and

each one started to tell his story to save the life of the merchant. The first part of the tale

starts with unusual narrative technique; this later appears in other tales of the Nights i.e.

some other stories of the collection starts with an extraordinary event, we mean by this

unusual detailed point for instance, “the accident of the date stone”( Burton 5)  made the

merchant condemned to death by the genie because this act regarded as unjust for the

genie because the merchant had killed his son. For the reader that act is unjust in a way

that seems to us shocking that the merchant will be punished to death because of that act

and in other way seems interesting to tell.

There are other tales that includes such fatal moment, like the Porter and the three

ladies: because of unnecessary question which had been asked by the porter to the lady
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who had advice him not to interfere in anything and keep his mouth close, however, that

question caused him and other people be threatened to death. Returning to the first point

of the chapter the frame tales or the structure of the tale, here we are talking about the

tales that is situated at the beginning of the book like the story of the merchant and the

genie, and the question to be asked now why this one is chosen to be the first among

others that are from the same family? In order to give a convincing answer, there are two

acceptable propositions: first, the Nights as it is known are composed of untrue and fiction

stories, for this reason it is understood as a collection of ‘Khurafat’. Second, the story of

the merchant and the genie originated within the story of khurafa. The first proposition

seems clear, it means that, the writers in Baghdad, Al Masudi4 and Ibn Nadim5, states that

among the translation made in Baghdad of stories from Persian and Indian sources, there

was a book called ‘one thousand khurafa’ or which was later known as a thousand tales.

To sum up, the Nights was seen as a collection of Khurafat. (Ouyang 21)

While the second proposition made at the beginning of the twentieth century, states

that the origin of the word ‘khurafa’ which the Nights named after, came from the story of

khurafa, in which David Bruce MacDonald6 made a connection between ‘the story of

khurafa’ and ‘the story of the merchant and the genies’. As it is said the term of ‘khurafa’

derived from the story of khurafa at the beginning of the twentieth century. What is the

story? Khurafa was a Bedouin man lived in desert that was captured by three genies and

wanted to kill him, suddenly, three men appeared and wanted to save his life by telling

stories to the genies. (Ibn Selama)

We notice common points between the story of khurafa and the merchant in the second

part whose life was saved by three people. This argument shows that when someone

wants to know the resemblance of the story the merchant and the genie, like David Bruce

MacDonald, will find it in the story of khurafa. Once again, returning to the point of frame
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story another motif that characterizes other stories of the book or the story of the merchant

and genie as an example, is that stories are used to support an argument in order to teach

and transmit some sort of wisdom. The value of the stories, exemplified in the element of

pleasure, and those who appreciate the pleasure to make threats to people within the tales

of the text are bad characters like, genies, demonic creatures and kings whose behavior is

unjust.

So in few words, when analyzing the texts of the thousand and one nights, we come

with two conclusions: first, they are turning around a common part, the essence of stories

which is extremely old. In other word, starting from the Persian book ‘Hezar Afsan’

(thousand tales), there is another composition of book titled ‘Khurafa’. Second, the

method used in this new composition is literary starting with a book of khurafa with ‘the

story of khurafa’ ‘the Bedouin man’. In other words, the material and the language used

and the development of the translated manuscripts belonged to “the medieval literature”

(Gelder 24).

English medieval literature is a broad subject; it appeared in the Dark Ages’ period

when Latin was the language of English literature. English medieval literature was

transmitted oral from one generation to another and was not a written one.

Whereas Arabic medieval literature its development was part of the

development of Islam, where it exists a rich poetic tradition and a body of

narratives in pre-Islamic Arabia, the influence of India and Persia is seen in

Arabic prose romance, which became the principal literary form. The greatest

collection is the thousand and One Nights. The major writers of historical and

geographical works in Arabic include Bukhari, Tabari, Masudi, Ibn Khaldun,

Ibn al-Athir, and Ibn Batuta. (Nicholson)
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To clarify well the first part in this chapter, Narrative literature or narratives in general are

about real events, but in fictional narrative like in the Nights the characters invent stories

though they know are not real thus invention is synonym of lie. Moreover, in the general

view, inventing stories doesn’t differentiate from telling a lie, in this context, the Nights

with its unique genre and with its fictional nature, is the first reason why this manuscript is

an exceptional work.

The relationship between oral narrative and written fiction is complex; today stories

are regarded as an essential part of our societies and culture: Movies, books, music, news

media, and religions. The influence of storytelling is seen in all aspects of our life

(Onj10). How it all began? Well, the history of Storytelling is the prime focus of this part

of the chapter. Usually, the oral stories have been passed over from generation to

generation. The storytelling history is very old. Nobody knows when the first story was

told. Well, we may never know.

But it is believed that origin of storytelling may have come across stories where

were used long times ago to calm the fears or doubts of a family. As families grouped

with other families and formed clans, the storyteller, who was skilful in telling events, will

have a position of respect and power. People found them interesting and began to listen to

them. The priest, the judge and the ruler were perhaps the earliest to use this art

effectively in the history of storytelling, Storytelling in those days were considered

important. Before man learned to write, he had to rely on his memory to learn anything,

for this he had to be a good listener.

A good story teller was always respected; He could easily find an audience ready to

support his stories. These stories were also shared with others when people traveled, the
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stories traveled with them, and when they returned home, they brought with them exciting

new tales of exotic places and people.

The history of storytelling reveals that the stories came in all variety. Myths,

legends of all kinds, fairy tales, fables, ghost tales and hero stories, these stories

were told, retold, Passing down from generations, these stories reflect the

wisdom and knowledge of early people. (Pinault 12)

Stories collected in the Nights derived from oral storytelling, and storytelling in an old

meaning not only to entertain, but also to educate and inform. Since past time, lessons,

morals have been passed from generation to generation through this common oral tradition.

“Storytelling or ‘oral narrative’ is the act when the audience wants to hear the narrator’s

words in cooperated way” (Spaulding 26), but ‘written fiction’ is when the reader wants to

understand the stories of the past alone or in isolation. Well, this relationship between oral

narrative and written fiction has a common point that is the reaction of both audience and

reader. Some research had been directed into the history of storytelling in the Middle East,

and indeed the history of storytelling is not clear. In the first two centuries of Islam, the

storytelling was obvious.

The storytelling or the storyteller originated from the popular preacher

called ‘Imam’ or ‘Khatib’, in the early centuries, there were also famous

storyteller ‘Qussas’, who specialized in telling religious stories in the

mosques, but many of qussas include narrators who specialized in telling

stories about the pre-Islamic prophets.( Irwin 12)

“Storytelling is old tradition as humanity itself” (labov), telling stories is considered

as inherent part in humanity that was born with it, also stories show concerns and dreams

shred generally by human beings and particularly by certain communities at certain period
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of time. And the stories of Scheherazade are originated as oral folktales; oral tradition and

storytelling were the only ways for information to survive generations. Storytelling

tradition differs all over the world, many people today are discovering the pleasure of

telling stories, and Storytelling holds a particularly important place in Arabic tradition.

Across what is now considered the Middle East. In Arab world the oral tradition is rich, in

which it developed the cooperated imagination. Storytellers called ‘al hakawati’ in ancient

time, in addition to ‘khatib’ and ‘qussas’.

Al hakawati perform true stories within groups, normally story performed in half hour

it could be transformed in hours and hours of narration with imagined details. Moreover,

Al hakawati used many techniques to make his stories more interesting, for instance,

sometimes they told stories by using Arabic rhyming, and sometimes they use different

rhymes according to the action of the tales he is recounting, the techniques include also

some gestures and tone of voice, as well as pauses and silence in order to create tension

and suspense.

The act of storytelling reinforced the messages of oral tales, giving meaning

and value to life. The responsibility of telling story did not rely just on al

hakawati or khatib or qussas, but also on the audience who should be involved

on the act of story techniques” (Pinault 19)

The technique of narrating a tale was sometimes changed for the audience in order to

fit the taste of the new audience while traveling from one place, area, and region  to another

according the their historical background. In other words, the story supposed to be told

differently to the audience of children and to the adult audience. Frame tale produces some

energy between narrator and audience (Spaulding 32), but we want to know how structure

art (frame tale) has a relation with oral act (performance). To clarify more the question:
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because as we know the function of the frame tale describes the series of the storytelling

events in which the characters within the stories are also regarded as narrators of the stories

in ‘the story within story’ technique. To answer this question, by giving an example of

course related to the one thousand and one nights. Scheherazade is a single narrator, but the

characters as I have mentioned she creates them by herself they are not considered as her

competitors, and the only competitor is the audience, there is a relation between the

storyteller and the audience that creates “a moment of emotional involvement” (Folaron),

for the audience according to some events or characters the audience, this emotional

involvement has another name which is “Empathy”:

Is an explicit and natural sharing of affect, which can be provoked by

witnessing another’s emotional state, by hearing about another’s condition, or

even by reading? Mirroring what a person might be expected to feel in that

condition or context. Or simply it is the ability to understand another person’s

feeling or experience. (Keen 208)

In other words, the life of Scheherazade is in the hand of Shahraiar, if the story is not

amusing or interesting, the king will return to his cruel state. For Scheherazade or the oral

storyteller should have artistic skills that create suspense and increase expectation, in this

case, the audience will became a good receiver. And this competition makes the narration

empathetic, “the empathetic narration” (Keen), has been identified as another element

typical of oral tradition.

Because narrators are telling tales for their own lives or that of another, If the tale

depicts a situation similar to the one in which the narrator finds him or herself, he will be

interested, and this quality of empathy increases. If the audience feels sorry for that

character within the tale, perhaps it will also have mercy on the narrator, like in the case
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of Scheherazade. This is a few hints of the history of storytelling oral tradition and the

reason why I have mentioned it, in order to show from where exactly appeared this

technique, because as we know the collection of the Nights was first transmitted orally

and this method has an essence at that time.

The pure idea of narrative derives mainly from narratology, poststructuralist literary

and cultural theory (Meister 14). Fiction literature evolved as a narrative genre, when we

speak about narrative today; we relate it with the literary type of narrative, whether novel

or short story (Bamberg 21). The word narrative is derived from the verb ‘narrate’,

narrative is everywhere and is all around as, not just in novel or in historical writing.

Today narratives are detected in: films, drama, opera, music and visual arts, even since

Plato or Socrates, narrative or ‘diegesis’ was distinguished from drama ‘mimesis’ on the

action that one tells and the other shows. Narrative works with the act of narration and it

could be found in: a newsreader on a radio, a teacher at school, or the narrator in the novel

that we enjoy reading when going to bed.

Our lives are full of instances of telling stories to others as well as to our selves, and

there something that we all ignore is, unconsciously, we are all narratives in our lives, like

in our conversation with others, and we even take a role of a narrator when telling stories

to our sisters or brothers during bedtime, and we feel unconsciously, that we are

professional narrators. In order to arrive at the explanation of the type of narrative within

the story, we must clarify the narrative theory or narratology. I said before that narrative is

derived from ‘narrate’ and is very famous activity. But the definition of narrative should

be explained further, there are theories of narrative but doesn’t include the meaning of

narratology. In other words:
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There are theories of narratives; also there are; ‘Rhetoric of Narrative’

(Booth, the Rhetoric of Fiction) or the public speech is a study of the

techniques of using language successfully. ‘Models of narratives’ (Laure

Ryan, Narratology), by a model of narrative we use different simple

language in order to create a simple performance in narrative structure,

‘Narratological method’ (Genette, Narrative discourse) it show us the

techniques how to read narratives texts. (Narratology14)

These few different definitions of narrative show us not only the explanation but to

understand what narrative can be used for. Narrative is related to the act of speech and to

the figure of narrator (Ong 23), but what the narrator does exactly narrate is it the novel?

Or the story presented in the novel. “In this context Gerald Genette cited three French

distinctions between ‘recite, narration’ (the narrative act of the narrator), ‘le discour,

discourse’ (narrative as a text) and ‘histoir, or the narrator tells in his or her narrative)”

(Genette). So here we can relate the first and second models: ‘narrative discourse’ is a

type of telling a story, this is one of the classic types of discourse that helps people to

classify different modes of communication and different kinds of functions for speaking

or writing.

The narrative discourse is common in certain kinds of media. In different

media, narrative discourse also comes in various forms. In fiction and some

other kinds of text media, the narrative often comes in the form of third person

narrative who knows everything. In some forms of visual media, like television

and cinema, narration often comes in a first-person monologue. (Sec)
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I.e. Narrative related to images. While the third model ‘the story’ is that the narrative

discourse which represent the story. Since I mentioned the first and third person narrator,

let’s clarify this idea.

When talking about the relationship between the narrator and the characters that he

recounted about, this relation in narratology comes out with the term ‘person’, like in the

story of ‘Sind bad the sailor’: When Hind bad the poor porter found himself in the castle

of Sind bad the rich, he was wondering from where he get all this richness, when Sind

bad heard what the other had said, Hind bad was surprised and frightened he thought that

he will punish him for what he was saying:

Hind bad being surprised, hung down his head, and replied, signor, I confess

that my weariness put me down out of humor, and occasioned me to speak

some indiscreet words, I beg you to pardon. But Sind bad replied him politely,

do not think I’m unjust, you think that I’m this wealth without labour and

troubles, yes sir my troubles were so extraordinary, maybe you didn’t hear

about my adventurous and seven voyages that I did ? I am willing to give you

an account of them. (Burton 113)

This kind of first-person narrative focuses on exciting events; these seven voyages are

truly recounted by Sind bad, the first person narrator is one of the characters in the plot.

As Gerald Genette called the first person as ‘homodiegetic’ (narrator is the character),

who is the hero of the story. Homodiegetic is the narrator appears as a character in the

story told by him/her, he is narrator may tell his/her own story Autodiegetic narrator, as

in the case of Sind bad because he is a main protagonist in the his voyages and the story

as a whole, and he is telling a stories that he was personally involved in.
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Genette would class him as an Autodiegetic narrator. While the third person narrator

is the most used narrative mode in literature, in the third person narrator is referred as

‘he, she, we, and they’ but not ‘I’ that of the first person and ‘you’ that of second person.

In the third person the narrator is not involved in the stories that he recounts and he is

not a character of any story, like the example of Scheherazade is considered as the third

person narrator because she is not involved in stories, and she narrated stories and the

adventures of the other characters.

Whereas the second person narrator is not well used in literature, in which the

narrator refers to the reader as ‘you’ and it is known in the lyrics of the songs. That

makes this audience feel that he is a member or a character of the story. Whereas in the

case of Scheherazade, I see she also plays the role of the second person narrator because

when she recounts the stories to the king she is addressing to him indirectly and

implicitly, i.e. she is using the pronounce ‘you’ implicitly, by giving him some advices

and wisdoms implicitly to learn some lessons in order to get rid of his cruelty.

The relation between travel and narrative is large, the model or the concept of travel

tends to show identity and narrative in the events and characters (Leeuwen10), here we

will deal with another important model that works with narrative, is ‘identity’, or the

relation between identity, narration and travel. As it is said narrating is a speech activity,

in which the narrator can use or play with his different personalities, in order to organize

and put his characters in different place and time. To be clearer, the act of narrating had

an important role to construct the identity or the personality of the narrator, because it

requires for the narrator to use specific gestures, attitudes to situate characters in specific

time and place, it means the narrator should disassociate himself from his identity, he

should be a completely different person while narrating.
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Giving a first simple example and obvious one, though we completely ignore the

author of the Nights and though the book had been evolved while traveling from one

civilization to another, we notice that the author has been disguised in many fictitious

personalities ‘ identities’ of different cultures ‘ space’ while narrating, starting with the

tow kings till the last story. While reading the book, we find that the one invented it, has

something wrong with his personality and he has a ‘women phobia’ because in most of

his stories he describes them as evil or witches and always the first who betray her

husband, this last was his objective to the people behind all this.

The second example is Scheherazade, her aim behind narrating is to save her life

and the life of other women, do to so she tell imaginative stories by disguising herself

within different characters in different time and place, and while narrating she

disassociate from her personality by making gestures and some techniques of

storytelling to convince more the king. While the third example is the characters of the

stories, their aim being the same as Scheherazade, to save their life and the life of the

others by telling stories, but this time a true story a story of their own life experience not

a fictitious one. We notice that all of their stories of the characters are sad and full of

troubles.

When creating characters in imaginative time and space, the narrator and the reader

or the audience had the possibility to discover new fictitious identities or personalities.

I.e. when the narrator gets involved within the identity of fictitious characters, it could

have a little negative effect on his personality; he could at any time ask himself ‘who am

I’. So the relation here between narration, the personality of the narrator and travel, is

that narration has an effect on the identity of the narrator while moving and traveling

with the imaginative world of characters.
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Listening or Reading the book of the Nights, may cause a problem for the reader and

to the listener also, in other words, it is risky, because if the readers succeed in reading the

entire book or the audience like Shahriar gets involved deeply with the tales, at the end

they will be a different person and their mentality and thinking will change completely.

This hidden power of the Nights is related to another frame tale that is the repetition

technique of the stories told by Scheherazade, this technique has an external influence that

could transform the personality of the human being, and Like Scheherazade had

transformed the personality of Shahriar, for example, when reciting him the same theme

‘adultery’ each night, that is regarded as an external and implicit influence, and this made

him to see life in a different side with new perspective and the same thing for the readers

as well.

One of the characteristic of the one thousand and one nights is the difficulty of its

textual history, i.e. the collection of the tales that are separated in a way, make the modern

learner apply them it in his courses (Leeuwen 15). Moreover, “another unknown quality that

is related to the Nights which most of the scholars didn’t work with it is the ‘concept of

journey’ or ‘the travel theory’” (Mikkonen). But it seems strange by mentioning this new

concept, and we may ask if it has a relation to narratology, in fact yes, the concept of journey

seems to be essential for the art of storytelling in the thousand and one night.

In several stories of the Nights the concept of journey plays an important role, -

this concept of traveling or journey will be analyzed in particular stories in

addition to its relation with narration. Journey is one of the main complex model

in the human culture, it make more precise our vision to life, and our speaking

and thinking about the world. (Mikkonen)
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The model of journey deals with the experience of the traveler and the relationship with

his surroundings, in other words, when a traveler traverse from one place to another, he

leaves behind him his social locality also his identity, but he can get another identity and

roles or he can belong to another identity and roles within the new places and spaces.

Also it has an influence on the narrator itself who can travel to many places by the act of

storytelling, and it is seen as an important part of the fictional narratives, I .e places are

created and built by narratives, because in ancient times fictional narratives have evolved

by the “discourse of travel” (Serres 206). Moreover, the model of travel shows the relation

between story ‘chronological sequence of events’ and discourse ‘how those events are

represented’, the model of the journey or travel, originated from the travel poems or

novels4.

‘The stories of Sind bad’, show how they are integrated in the fictional narrative

and the model of space or journey that is regarded as a genre of literature, the stories of

Sind bad are about traveling, the kind of the stories that Sind bad tells are adventure

stories, here we observe or it comes with as the first hint about the relation between the

travel and narrative concept. However, the origins of the stories of Sind bad are not

known, the researchers have mentioned that the version originated in the ninth or tenth

century, as it mention in the previous part of the chapter, the tow stories Sind bad and

Aladdin, were not included in the first version but they have a “Turkish roots” (leeuwen

22) and were discovered and mentioned later in the eighteenth century by Antoine

Galland in his version.

In the one thousand and one nights the fictional narrative i.e. the character, too, has

its own function to build its own space or surrounding, for instance, when a character is in

state of love, his emotion are taken or constructed from the description of the nature and

the setting that the narrator makes it, which creates ‘the geography of love’. When we
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include the concept of journey (time, and space) or the setting in fictional narratives it

determines the structure of the stories, i.e. it determines where and when the characters

appear within stories, so the relation between travel and narrative is simply to tell a story

about the place of travel in society, Also here we notice the second sign or hint of the

travel and narrative’s relation.

To conclude, the Nights began in the oral storytelling tradition. The art of storytelling

at that time was sometimes regarded as the only means for the characters in the tales, as

well as for Scheherazade, to save their lives. Each night she invents a new tale to prevent

her death, and the murderous King to gradually change the violent narrative about women

that has led him to want to kill everyone in the kingdom. Many of the storyteller’s most

convincing elements are included throughout the stories of Scheherazade. Each night, her

story had to be unique and fresh enough to sustain the king’s interest or she would die in

the morning.

To keep the story lively and her alive, Scheherazade employed the same elements of

the stories used by storytellers throughout the ages, for instance, the interruption art, tales

of fate and destiny, love and lust, dream elements, prediction stories, stories within stories

or( interpolated tales), repetition of themes. All these tales are vividly told through the

narrator: Scheherazade, in addition to memorable characters. Storytelling traditions vary

all over the world. Many people today are rediscovering the pleasures of telling stories,

after their culture lost most of its traditional storytelling practice.
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Notes

1 European folklore refers to the folklore of the western world. There is, of course, no

single European culture, but nevertheless the common history of Christendom during the

middle Ages and the Early Modern period has resulted in a number of traditions that are

shared in many ethnic or regional cultures of Europe. Folklore is an integrant part of Europe.

It both expresses Europe’s history and influenced it in return. There are in Europe a rich

amount of Fairy tales which made the fame of renowned collectors such as: The False Prince

and the True, the little ant, Mr. Seguin’s Goat, The Cottager and his cat, The Horned

Women.

2 A frame story (also frame tale, frame narrative, etc.) is a literary technique that

sometimes serves as a companion piece to a story within a story, whereby an introductory or

main narrative is presented, at least in part, for the purpose of setting the stage either for a

more emphasized second narrative or for a set of shorter stories. The frame story leads

readers from a first story into another, smaller one (or several ones) within it. (Britannica)

3 medieval oral performances or what it is called medieval oral literature is to a large

degree shaped by orality, not only with regard to performance, but also to transmission and

composition. Although problems of orality have been much discussed by medievalists, there

is to date no comprehensive handbook on this topic. ‘Medieval Oral Literature’, a volume in

the ‘De Gruyter Lexikon’ series, was written by an international team of twenty-five scholars

and offers a thorough discussion of theoretical approaches as well as detailed presentations

of individual traditions and genres. (‘Medieval oral literature’)

4 Al Masudi was a descendent of Abdullah Ibn Masud, a companion of Prophet

Muhammed (pbuh). He was born and educated in Baghdad during the reign of Caliph Al

Mu’tadid (892-904 CE). He also was keenly interested in the earlier events of the Arabian
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Peninsula. He knew this had a long history. He was well-aware of the mixture of interesting

facts in pre-Islamic times, in myths and controversial details from competing tribes and even

referred to the similarity between some of this material and the legendary and storytelling

contributions of some Middle Persian and Indian books to the Thousand and One Nights. Al

Masudi was a young man of twenty when he traveled to Persia which was at the time a

hotbed of Buyid political intrigue. Returning to Baghdad the following year, he proceeded to

Mansura and Multan (today’s Pakistan). Mansura was the capital of the province of Sind

which marked the limit of Islamic domains. In 955 CE, he wrote Kitab al-Awsat, in which he

lists chronologically the historical events from ancient times till the year 955 CE. This was

the first scholarly effort to sort out historical events from myths, legends and hearsay. His

great work “the histories” is a compendium of myths, tales, opinions and some facts.

5 was a Muslim scholar and bibliographer His great book, the Fihrist, gives ample

testimony to the knowledge of pre-Islamic, Syriac, Greek, Sanskrit, Latin and Persian in

classical Islamic civilization. Unfortunately of the Persian books listed by Ibn al-Nadim only

a minute sample is extant. According to Fihrist's brief preface, it is meant to be an index of

all books written in Arabic, whether by Arabs or others. There existed already books

(tabaqat) dealing with the biographies of poets. The Fihrist was published in 938; it exists in

two manuscript traditions, or "editions": the more complete edition contains ten "discourses"

(maqalat). The first six of them are detailed bibliographies of books on Islamic subjects:

dialectical theology (kalam); legends, fables, magic, conjuring, etc. His discourses contain

sections on the origins of the origin of One Thousand and One Nights.

6 while translating the Arabian nights, David Bruce MacDonald made a connection

between ‘the story of khurafa’ and ‘the story of the merchant and the genies’. As it is said

the term of ‘khurafa’ derived from the story of khurafa at the begening of the twentieth

century.
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Chapter 3

The issue of gender: case study

The porter and three ladies

The stories of the thousand and one night are considered as folktales1, many of them

were kept alive orally over centuries by storytellers. As stories appeared from the oral

folkloric tradition, they tend to reflect the unfairness about class and gender that existed in

those stories. The issue of gender which is the main point in this part of the chapter is the

most controversial topics between the eastern and western world. When talking about the

issue of gender in the thousand and one night, it is important to focus on the text itself by

limiting the analyses of the stories and avoiding the inclusion of general overview of woman

in Arab world, but in my case, I will mention some hints about it. In fact the Nights give an

amount of objects on gender, and its main character is women with her guile as Scheherazade

and other women. In this case the story by which I will analyze the gender concept is the

story the story of the porter and the three ladies of Baghdad.

Another issue that goes with gender is class, i.e. within this tales we discover that they

are created for the rich and poor audience and reader, and they don’t just talk about women

but about the poor travelers like the story of the porter the three ladies, is about the poor

porter and the rich ladies. So my objective in this chapter is to analyze the role of gender and

class in the thousand and one night. Then I will discuss what gender roles mean to culture,

discuss the character of Scheherazade and her relation with her king, father and sister, and
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what is important to discuss the female character in the story of the porter and three ladies by

focusing on specific points: the action of the three ladies in social freedom and the power of

women, the behavior of the female character in the tale of the three ladies.

In addition to that, for instance, I will discuss the social statue of characters in the

stories by focusing in some important points: the relation between the porter and the three

ladies who are of higher class, the caliph disguise himself as a merchant and the relation

between Scheherazade and the three ladies in power issue on man. However, as it is

mentioned before the narration in general here in this part I will limit my discussion and

focus on the feminist narration. Why I will talk about it in this part? Because the study of the

gender and narrative discover the way in which gender will change the narrative text, what

we call it feminist narration1.

When we say ‘gender’2 we mean, trouble, violence and very complex controversial

issue, is about women and the issue of discrimination in which women have suffered from

like in politic, education and employment in the whole world, but especially in the Islamic

world, there is no equality between men and women, female at past time is for all time

marginalized from the society. She is completely out of some responsibilities in her society,

they live in patriarchal society. “Gender equality”( Inglehart and Norris75) is when people

receive equal opportunities to realize their full future human right, to achieve gender equality

the social and cultural systems should be constructed according to gender roles, gender

equality requires to strength the power of women in their context taking their experiences and

perspectives into account.

However, it is shown in the Quran that men and women are equal. The Quran states: “If

any do deeds of righteousness be they male or female and have faith, they will enter Heaven,

and not the least injustice will be done to them.” (Quran, Sourat al Nahl, v 87), But
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unfortunately, though we are Muslims this notion did not change the Muslims view toward

female gender. In Muslim societies women and men are supposed to act in adequate way with

social, cultural or religious codes, or what we call it gender roles, this last can be used to

distinguish between ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’. Gender affects and changes the view of

people on themselves. How they recognize and identify themselves and others, and how

people expect themselves and other to behave. As I said although the Qur'an views women

and men to be equal in human dignity, this spiritual equality has not been applied in Muslim

laws. For example, women do not have equal rights to make independent decisions about

choice of (marriage) partner, getting a divorce and keeping their children. However, in a

unique case, in certain region ‘Algeria’ for instance, exactly in ‘Tuereg region’ the system

there is matriarchal, in which the society is controlled by women rather than men; passing

power, property.  From mother to daughter rather than from father to son and this system in

Tuereg is inherited.

Gender equality in the Arab world includes many values freedom of movement,

protection from violence (rape), the power of women. The relation between gender and

freedom of movement in Middle East is normal for us, but a little bit strange for the

foreigners, Yes, there are differences in culture toward the attitudes of women, and these

are countries where women are not usually seen travelling alone. But with a respect for our

cultural and religion, we can still travel and stay safe in the Middle East.

The Sharia law made several laws concerning women, but in general, it is unusual for

women to be seen travelling alone without their families, In Saudi Arabia, for example,

women are covered up most of the time and are not allowed to drive cars. Another good

example, in Iran women don’t travel alone, and are never seen alone in public, only out

with their families or in groups of other women. We see even the foreigners or the visitors
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from Europe their woman should be veiled otherwise they will be kicked out of the

country, but it s good behavior at least they show some respect for their religion, tradition

and culture. But if we compare it to our culture in Algeria, I see that we are more

modernized than Iran, though we are a Muslim country and there are strict roles toward

women in Sharia laws. Women in Algeria can drive and can travel alone without being

attached to men, despite some groups like ‘the salafists’ who oppose these actions.

For western attitudes toward women, traveling alone without doubt is strange for

them because obviously in their country, women have total freedom to travel alone and to

live their life freely without any forced laws to be followed, if there was such strict law

they would take it as ridicules decisions. But if they visit any strict religious countries

especially: Iran, Kuwait and Yemen, they should respect their local traditions without

hesitating and even if unconvinced by their customs in order to be safe at least. For

instance, female visitor should stay away from man; they are banned to talk to them.

Gender segregation still exists in Iran, where in buses and transport in general, men and

women should sit separately. Also the visitor should not walk in isolated places and dark

places, and should not walk alone with strange men and a simple western gesture such as

smiling to man could be seen as a sexual advancement.

Since it is mentioned in previous lines a few hints about the issue of gender in real

world in Middle East and in Europe, now it would be essential and interesting to talk and

include the issue of gender in fictitious world, the world of the one thousand and one night,

precisely, dealing with the issue of women free travelers, in the story of the porter and the

three ladies, in fact when I have read it I was completely astonished, I found some

difficulty to convince myself that those events happens in Baghdad! If not in European

country! Because the events in the story show a different thing when comparing them to
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real life, to be clearer, thought this immense manuscript had anonymous author, and it had

been created by traveling from one Arabian civilization to another. Here is another

example that goes with the concept of travel as it is mentioned in the second chapter, i.e.

the manuscript itself had been arise and created by traveling within different eastern

traditions. So as I said since the Nights had Arabic origins and the story of the porter and

the three ladies happens in Baghdad in Muslims country, why do we found such immoral

and illogic customs that could devalue our religion, and we will have such critics from the

western world who would ask: ‘do Arabs live in this way in reality?’.

Of course no one would like to receive such bad reaction about our religion or about

our way of living. But if we study it in another side, those who create it they do have an

indirect message, they want to make the Nights a universal myth not just known in the

Arab world. To do so what have they done? When you read the tales, they create characters

within an eastern context, with eastern dresses and Arabic language that goes with our

culture, but all of this within western customs and the way of living. We find a mixture of

culture in the manuscript, to be more precise, in the story of the porter and the three ladies

of Baghdad, the character Harun al Rachid, has been added to the stories and he played the

role of the judge, i.e. when we say Harun al Rashid it means the Islamic laws, he was

walking during the night in disguise as a merchant till he heard music and women laughter

and he decided to knock on the door…

Now the cause of that knocking, O King (quoth Scheherazade) was this, the

Caliph Harun al−Rashid had gone forth from the palace, as was his wont now

and then, to solace him in the city that night, and to see and hear what new

thing was stirring. He was in merchant's gear, and he was attended by Ja'afar,

his Wazir, and by Masrur, his Sworder of Vengeance. As they walked about
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the city, their way led them toward the house of the three ladies, where they

heard the loud noise of musical instruments and singing and merriment. So

quoth the Caliph to Ja'afar, "I long to enter this house and hear those songs and

see who sing them." Quoth Ja'afar, "O Prince of the Faithful, these folk are

surely drunken with wine, and I fear some mischief betide us if we get amongst

them." "There is no help but that I go in there," replied the Caliph, "and I desire

thee to contrive some pretext for our appearing among them." Ja'afar replied, "I

hear and I obey," and knocked at the door… (Burton 30)

One of the sisters opened, the portress, the door and after Giafar had explained to her

the reason why they came to their house, she allowed them to enter, like in this quote…

Where upon the portress came out and opened. Then Ja'afar came forward and,

kissing the ground before her, said, "O my lady, we be merchants from

Tiberias town. We arrived at Baghdad ten days ago and, alighting at the

merchants' caravanserai, we sold all our merchandise. Now a certain trader

invited us to an entertainment this night, so we went to his house and he set

food before us and we ate. Then we sat at wine and wassail with him for an

hour or so when he gave us leave to depart. And we went out from him in the

shadow of the night and, being strangers, we could not find our way back to

our khan. So happily of your kindness and courtesy you, beg you will suffer us

to tarry with you this night, and Heaven will reward you!" (30)

Since this part is about the freedom and the power of women, while reading well the

lines, indeed, in the past women buried such power in her. Simply, when the portress

opened the door “Then Ja'afar came forward and, kissing the ground before her, said, "O

my lady” (30), this is the first hint of men submission and women empowerment in the
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two phrases ‘kissing the ground’ and ‘O my lady’, another hint, when the vizier asked the

portress to enter the house because they were strangers. “So haply of your kindness and

courtesy you, beg you will suffer us to tarry with you this night, and Heaven will reward

you” (30). The word ‘beg’ clarifies everything, two men with a high rank the vizier and

caliph cannot depend on themselves? Why they begged a woman to protect them? A

woman could protect them? But in daily life and Muslim religion and customs, the men

who is responsible of protecting women, also in this quote, “to tarry with you this night”

(30) well, the one who wrote has a lack of personality as I said, and there is a mixture of

culture between east and west because as it is most known, women in the west live such

life, because in the story, we find that three ladies live alone in a house and make enter the

strangers in their house! Well it is a little bit strange, because this act is not allowed in our

religion and women should not live alone and makes the strangers ‘men’ of the opposite

gender  enter their house normally, and what is astonishing those events happened in

Baghdad though it is a fiction story but it was written with a real mind and thought.

Moreover the power of the ladies is shown also in the next quote:

The portress looked upon them and, seeing them dressed like merchants and

men of gave looks and solid, she returned to her sisters and repeated to them

Ja'afar's story, and they took compassion upon the strangers and said to her,

"Let them enter." She opened the door to them, when said they to her, "Have

we thy leave to come in?" "Come in," quoth she, and the Caliph entered,

followed by Ja'afar and Masrur. And when the girls saw them they stood up to

them in respect and made them sit down and looked to their wants, saying,

"Welcome, and well come and good cheer to the guests, but with one

condition!" "What is that?" asked they, and one of the ladies answered, "Speak
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not of what concerneth you not, lest ye hear what pleaseth you not. “Madam,

replied the vizier, you shall be obeyed. (30)

Another hints that shows the power of women in ancient times, was when one of the

ladies commanded the vizier and the caliph to no ask questions about things that are not

their business: “Speak not of what concerneth you not, lest ye hear what pleaseth you

not”. (30), women could dominate the vizier and the caliph? By ordering them to keep

quite! And what is surprising here is that the vizier and the caliph obeyed her, not only

those also the porter and the three blind calenders are under control of women and at that

time women has a word to be followed! As in this quote “madam, you shall be obeyed”.

(30) Since in a fictional world Harun al Rachid represents or reflects in real world Islamic

laws. When he saw the strange behavior of the three ladies punishing the two dogs, he

broke the order of the eldest lady ‘don’t speak a word’, and he was no longer in control of

himself and asked the reason for this mysterious behavior. Within the quote we will

notice another hint that shows the power of the three women upon seven men, as in the

coming quote:

The eldest lady, who ruled the house, rose and, making obeisance to them, took

the cateress by the hand and said, "Rise, O my sister, and let us do what is our

devoir." Both answered "Even so!" Then the portress stood up and proceeded

to remove the table service and the remnants of the banquet, and renewed the

pastilies and cleared the middle of the saloon. Then she made the Kalandars sit

upon a sofa at the side of the estrade, and seated the Caliph and Ja'afar and

Masrur on the other side of the saloon, after which she called the porter, and

said: "How scant is thy courtesy! Now thou art no stranger− nay, thou art one

of the household." So he stood up and, tightening his waistcloth, asked, "What
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would ye I do?" And she answered, "Stand in thy place." Then the procuratrix

rose and set in the midst of the saloon a low chair and, opening a closet, cried

to the porter, "Come help me." (30)

The porter did as he was commanded, so he went to help her and saw two black bitches

with chains round their necks, and she said to him, "Take hold of them," and he took them

and led them into the middle of the saloon. Then the lady of the house arose and tucked up

her sleeves above her wrists and, seizing a scourge, said to the porter, "Bring forward one

of the bitches." He brought her forward, dragging her by the chain, while the bitch wept

and shook her head at the lady, who, however, came down upon her with blows on the

sconce. And the bitch howled and the lady ceased not beating her till her forearm failed

her. Then, casting the scourge from her hand, she pressed the bitch to her bosom and,

wiping away her tears with her hands, kissed her head. Then said: she to the porter, «Take

her away and bring the second." And when he brought her, she did with her as she had

done with the first. (30)

Now the heart of the Caliph was touched at these cruel doings. His chest

straitened and he lost all patience in his desire to know why the two bitches

were so beaten. He threw a wink at Ja'afar, wishing him to ask, but the

Minister, turning toward him, said by signs, "Be silent!" (30)

The porter ‘a male’ is totally under control of women. This is another hint that shows the

power of women upon men. Like in this quote, “The porter did as he was commanded”

(30), also in:
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So he stood up and, tightening his waistcloth, asked, "What would ye I do?"

And she answered, "Stand in thy place." Then the procuratrix rose and set in

the midst of the saloon a low chair and, opening a closet, cried to the porter,

come help me.” (30),

Well, in this story though the strange actions done by the eldest lady, the seven men

are astonished and frozen in their place without doing anything or at least reacting against

three women. In other word, against innocent and weak gender because of what, because

of a phrase told by a women to the men “Speak not of what concerneth you not, lest ye

hear what pleaseth you not” (30) that could change the whole situation, because the

visitors though that if anyone could ask the ladies and be curious, their head will be cut

off, so here I understand men in the tale were ‘afraid and terrified’ of women! As it is

shown in the coming quote:

Now the heart of the Caliph was touched at these cruel doings. His chest

straitened and he lost all patience in his desire to know why the two bitches

were so beaten. He threw a wink at Ja'afar, wishing him to ask, but the

Minister, turning toward him, said by signs, "Be silent!" (30)

… After the lady sat down, the whole company was silent for a while, and

then said the Caliph: "We are seven men, and they only three women without

even a fourth to help them, so let us question them of their case. And if they

answer us not, fain we will be answered by force." All of them agreed to this

except Ja'afar, who said, "This is not my recking. Let them be, for we are their

guests and, as ye know, they made a compact and condition with us which we

accepted and promised to keep. Wherefore it is better that we are silent

concerning this matter, and as but little of the night remained, let each and
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every of us gang his gait." Then he winked at the Caliph and whispered to him,

"There is but one hour of darkness left and I can bring them before thee

tomorrow, when thou canst freely question them all concerning their story."

But the Caliph raised his head haughtily and cried out at him in wrath, saying:

"I have no patience left for my longing to hear of them. Let the calandars

question them forthright." Quoth Ja'afar, "This is not my rede." (33)

Then words ran high and talk answered talk, and they disputed as to who

should first put the question, but at last all fixed upon the porter. And as the

jangle increased the house mistress could not but notice it and asked them, "O

ye folk! On what matter are ye talking so loudly?" Then the porter stood up

respectfully before her and said: "O my lady, this company earnestly desire that

thou acquaint them with story of the two bitches and what maketh thee punish

them so cruelly, and then thou fallest to weeping over them and kissing them.

And lastly, these are the questions they charge me to put, and peace is with

thee." Thereupon quote she who was the lady of the house to the guests, "Is

this true that he saith on your part?" and all replied, "Yes!" save Ja'afar, who

kept silence. (33)

When she heard these words she cried: "By Allah, ye have wronged us, O our

guests, with grievous wronging, for when you came before us we made

compact and condition with you that whoso should speak of what concerned

him not should hear what pleased him not. Sufficeth ye not that we took you

into our house and fed you with our best food? But the fault is not so much

yours as hers who let you in." Then she tucked up her sleeves from her wrists
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and struck the floor thrice with her hand, crying, "Come ye quickly!" And lo!

A closet door opened and out of it came seven Negro slaves with drawn swords

in hand, to whom she said, "Pinion me those praters' elbows and bind them

each to each." They did her bidding and asked her: "O veiled and virtuous! Is it

thy high command that we strike off their heads?" But she answered, "Leave

them awhile that I question them of their condition before their necks feel the

sword." "By Allah, O my lady!" cried the porter, "Slay me not for other's sin.

All these men offended and deserve the penalty of crime save myself. (34)

Within the quotes, it shows how powerful and how strong the personality of women at

that time and had a huge effect upon the male gender, which became a weak gender.

Though women are considered as a weak gender, like in “…After the lady sat down the

whole company was silent for a while” (33), “We be seven men, and they only three

women without even a fourth to help them, so let us question them of their case”(33) but

at the end they cannot manage them.  “Ja'afar, who said, "This is not my recking. Let

them be, for we are their guests and, as ye know, they made a compact and condition with

us which we accepted and promised to keep. Wherefore, it is better to be silent” (33)

Also in, “Then words ran high and talk answered talk, and they disputed as to who

should first put the question, but at last all fixed upon the porter” (33), when reading this

quote I do imagine the situation, when the caliph demand the vizier, who demand the

three calendars who at the end pick up the poor porter as a victim. I mean, it is really

astonishing they were frightened to ask a simple question to weak gender.

When the porter asks her, she reacted in scaring manner, “When she heard these words

she cried: "By Allah, ye have wronged us” (33). what is surprising here! In addition to the

seven men who were under control of three women, the ladies were commanding seven
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black ‘slaves’ men! And they are their slaves, “crying, "Come ye quickly!" And lo! A

closet door opened and out of it came seven Negro slaves with drawn swords in hand,”

(33), really it is strange, as we know in ordinary real life and in fictitious life, a woman is

supposed to be a slave of a man. This part of the tale let me wonder, since this event took

place in Baghdad, a Muslim country, with Islamic thought, could it be at that time ‘the

male gender was under control of the female gender?’ why I would say this, because

while recounting certain stories even if they are a fictional one the narrator, the unknown,

narrates his stories reflecting on his real experience. And since the events of this tale the

porter and the three ladies took place in Baghdad, the narrator choose this place from

reality, it is not a fiction or created place. So at that time, men were considered slaves

under women’s power. Like in, “By Allah, O my lady!" cried the porter, "slay me not for

other's sin.” (33), the tears of the male gender!

In addition to the issue of the power of women that was shown within the tales, the

story of the porter and the three ladies hide the unsuspected issue which is ‘freedom’ in

Baghdad. Besides this will be mentioned the relation between the issue of freedom to

gender and to the ‘concept of travel’ that was mentioned previously in the second chapter,

and this it would be clearer within the coming quote.

After a surprising and mysterious event of the ladies that the whole visitors witnessed

it, and after the whole visitors were released that night when each one recounts his story

to be released and liberated from the house of the ladies. The next morning the caliph

Harun al Rachid has the whole company come to his place and asks the ladies to tell their

stories:

So Ja'afar fared forth and brought them all before him (and the ladies were

veiled). Then the Minister turned to them and said in the Caliph's name: "We
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pardon you your maltreatment of us and your want of courtesy, in

consideration of the kindness which forewent it, and for that ye knew us not.

Now however I would have you to know that ye stand in presence of the fifth

of the sons of Abbas, Harun al−Rashid, brother of Caliph Musa al−Hadi, son of

Al−Mansur, son of Mohammed the brother of Al−Saffah bin Mohammed who

was first of the royal house. Speak ye therefore before him the truth and the

whole truth!" When the ladies heard Ja'afar's words touching the Commander

of the Faithful, the eldest came forward and said, "O Prince of True Believers,

my story is one which were it graven with needle gravers upon the eye corners,

were a Warner for whoso would be warned and an example for whoso can take

profit from example. (57)

…Henceforth we will never make mention of marriage, so take us back as thy

handmaidens that we may eat our mouthful." Quoth I, "Welcome to you, O my

sisters; there is naught dearer to me than you." And I took them in and

redoubled my kindness to them. We ceased not to live after this loving fashion

for a full year, when I resolved to sell my wares abroad and first to fit me a

conveyance for Bassorah. So I equipped a large ship, and loaded her with

merchandise and valuable goods for traffic and with provaunt and all needful

for a voyage, and said to my sisters, "Will ye abide at home whilst I travel, or

would ye prefer to accompany me on the voyage?" "We will travel with thee,"

answered them, "for we cannot bear to be parted from thee. I took my two

sisters and we went a−voyaging some days and nights. (58)

After Harun al Rachid heard the stories of the ladies and the two dogs which in fact were

her sisters cursed by a witch, because they betrayed their sister and wanted to kill her,

because they were jalous of her of having such a nice man. Harun called the witch to break
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the spell on the two dogs, and he rearranged everything. So in this story we notice the

sudden appearance of the caliph within a place full of mysterious thing and magic and

more importantly the illegal behavior of the ladies. When we say ‘the sudden appearance’

it comes to our mind ‘the concept of journey or travel’, it means, the caliph harun al rachid

was in the space of a royal house the fifth of the sons of Abbasids, then he finds himself in

another place. We notice here ‘the crossing and traversing of the boundaries’. Again the

caliph returned to his office or his original place to rearrange the things. Also, this is

regarded as the re-crossing or the traversing of the boundaries.

Another hint that shows the model of travel, “…and said to my sisters, "Will ye abide

at home whilst I travel, or would ye prefer to accompany me on the voyage?" "We will

travel with thee,” (58) the house of the three ladies is very explicitly a female domain,

controlled by women and ordered by women. This enclosed feminine space is established

as the outcome of several journeys, which have resulted in the estrangement of the women

from men. This is not in our way of living in the Muslim society. And the cause that led to

the travel of three ladies alone without the responsibility of man, that we call the separated

space between the female gender and the male gender, is the violence of the man upon the

woman. Like what happened to the two ladies in the story when they were mistreated by

their husbands.

After five years my eldest sister returned to me in beggar's gear with her

clothes in rags and tatters and a dirty old mantilla, and truly she was in the

foulest and sorriest plight. At first sight I did not know my own sister, but

presently I recognized her and said, "What state is this?" "O our sister," she

replied, "words cannot undo the done, and the reed of Destiny hath run through

what Allah decreed.” (57)
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So what is important here, is that the relation between the world of the women or the

three ladies and the world of men has been broken and women can in any time depend on

themselves and live alone in an isolated place without the male gender. They have the total

freedom to travel at any time and to any place “…that which surprised him most was, that

he saw never a man about the house…” (68)

Madam replies the porter; I hope you will be so good as to pardon me, if I tell

you, that I am astonished to see that there is no man with three ladies of such

extraordinary beauty, and you know that a company of women without men is

as melancholy a thing as a company of men without women. (68)

But this act is not allowed in our life tradition women should not live alone in isolated

place or travel at any place without the responsibility or the control of her parents or

husband or ‘gender male’. So we notice within the story this society is dominated by the

matriarchal law instead of patriarchal law. Finally, this is the relation between gender,

freedom and the concept of travel.

After we have finished talking about the issue of gender and the power of women and

the freedom of traveling, the coming issue that is related to gender female and male is

‘fornication’ or ‘Zina’. In today’s English, the word used for a married person who

engages in unlawful sexual intercourse is adultery; the single person who engages in sexual

intercourse is fornication. Unlike English, Arabic has only one word for both cases

Zina. In general, fornication in real world and in Muslim society is obviously forbidden

according to the Islamic law; fornication is considered as one of the gravest sins of all the

major sins in Islam. The punishment of the fornicator or the adulterer in Islamic law is one

hundred lashes and stoning.  Messenger of Allah clarified this injunction by saying: Take

from me; Allah has made a decree for them. Virgin (committing zina) with a virgin: one
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hundred lashes (for each) and exiling for year (for the man). And a married (committing

zina) with a married: one hundred lashes and stoning. (Hadith)

As for marriage between two who are guilty of Zina, then this is allowable as per

what Allah has said: ‘The adulterer marries not but an adulterous or a Mushrikah, and the

adulteress; none marries her except an adulterer or a Mushrik’. as the caliph harun al rachid

represents the islamic law, in the story he rearranged between the fornicators, he married

the three ladies to the three calenders as in the quote, “ …the caliph offered the three sisters

to the calenders, that were kings sons, who accepted them for their brides with a great deal

of joy”. (65)

The punishment of stoning to death is applied in such countries as, Saudi Arabia and

Iran. Stoning being a form of legal punishment, offenders are killed by stoning on a regular

basis, but those cases get little media attention to the outside world. Stoning adulterers

and/or fornicators to death or orders to do so have also been reported in countries like the

Sudan, Turkey, Nigeria, and Pakistan, Stoning to death for adultery has been a historical

tradition in Islam that goes to the days of Islam’s birth and continues to this day in some

Muslim countries, although many Muslim countries have abandoned this barbaric form of

punishments due to Western secular-democratic influence.

Well this part is for the Islamic view about fornication or adultery, whereas the

European view about fornication and adultery, most European people says that adultery or

fornication is something wrong to do, but in fact their act tells a different thing. Most of the

Europeans commit fornication and adultery without any regret, the idea that adultery and

fornication is forbidden doesn’t exist to their tradition.
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Whereas, in a fiction world it does exist, but what is most unobvious, is that all the

stories within the Nights began from the betrayal of the king Shahzaman’s wife till the

other stories are all about adultery and fornication. Also what is unclear and most shocking

within the story of the porter and the three ladies, those illegal actions of fornication

happened in Baghdad in a Muslim society. When the western world had received such

manuscript of the thousand and one night, without doubt they made a big exclamation

mark about us, ‘is the Muslim in reality take the subject of fornication and adultery as

ordinary one?’ Well this what I was afraid off even I have no prove about their thinking,

but surly while scrutinizing the Nights they will have such a bad view about our tradition

and religion, because even I while reading well the legend I found it strange. Because those

who create such manuscript they are a Middle Eastern authors as the history mentioned,

why within the stories they normally included such events?, Without paying attention to

the next generations and respecting our Islamic tradition and not to corrupt it.  In these

lines yes in fact I’m criticizing a bit the creators of the Nights and the manuscript itself, but

it doesn’t mean I totally ignore and disrespect the wide spread and the success of this

classic tales in the whole world, in fact no, I fully respect those the unknown writers.

Here are some quotes of the porter and the three ladies of Baghdad’s story that shows

the issue of fornication.

…soon after the ladies took their places, and made the porter sit down by them,

who was overjoyed, to see himself at table with three such admirable beauties,

Amine, who sat next the sideboard, took up a bottle and cup, filled out wine

and drank herself first, then she filled it the fourth time to the porter, who as he

received it, kissed Amine‘s hand. (Burton 27)
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Though the ladies live in the reign of Caliph Harun al Rachid and follow the Islamic

tradition as in, “a young handsome lady, covered with a great muslin veil” (1), we find an

extreme contradiction within the content of the tale, at the beginning it is showed that at a

day one of the ladies is innocent just buying some provisions, although the porter was

against this act as in, “…while the young lady and the porter staid for the opening of the

gate, the porter had a thousand thought, he wondered that such a fine lady should come

abroad to buy provisions” (1), but at night everything had changed, one of the ladies

begged her sister to let the porter stay at night with them as in,

Where to the lady portress added, "If thou bring anything, thou art a

something; if nothing, be off with thee, thou art a nothing." But the procuratrix

interposed, saying: "Nay, O my sisters, leave teasing him, for by Allah he hath

not failed us this day, and had he been other he never had kept patience with

me, so whatever be his shot and scot I will take it upon myself." The porter,

overjoyed, kissed the ground before her and thanked her, saying, "By Allah,

these moneys are the first fruits this day hath given me." Hearing this, they

said, "Sit thee down and welcome to thee," and the eldest lady added: "By

Allah, we may not suffer thee to join us save on one condition, and this it is,

that no questions be asked as to what concerned thee not,(27)

in addition to the three calenders and the vizier and caliph, when night come the ladies start

to behave in way that doesn’t suit our Muslim women, they began to drink wine as in,

Then sat she down, she and her sisters, placing amidst them the porter, who

kept deeming himself in a dream. And she took up the wine flagon and poured

out the first cup and drank it off, and likewise a second and a third. After this
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she filled a fourth cup, which she handed to one of her sisters, and lastly, she

crowned a goblet and passed it to the porter, saying:

"Drink the dear draught, drink free and fain, what healeth every grief and

pain." (27)

Then the lady took the cup and drank it off to her sisters' health, and they

ceased not drinking (the porter being in the midst of them) and dancing and

laughing and reciting verses and singing ballads and ritornellos. All this time

the porter was carrying on with them, kissing, toying, biting, handling, (28)

what is shocking here, drinking wine is it our  Arabian customs?, I am wondering why

those who invent the nights corrupt their Islamic customs if they are really from Middle

Eastern writers as history has mentioned it! And the only answer I have, though it is a

mythical manuscript, in order for the Nights to be read later on and be attractive to the

western world, the events and customs within the manuscript should be made to resemble

their traditions, and otherwise, the immense manuscript would not have such success and

achievement.

Another issue that goes with gender is ‘class’, in the real life the relation between the

rich and the poor is still complex nowadays. It means no respect for the poor or women and

even the poor countries. As a simple example a women would not accept a poor men as her

future husband or vise versa. What I want to say here is that the story of the porter and the

three ladies in Baghdad, shows a different thought in fiction world, as in the coming quote,

The knocking in no wise disturbed the seance, but one of them rose and went to

see what it was and presently returned, saying, "Truly our pleasure for this

night is to be perfect." "How is that?" asked they, and she answered: "At the

gate are three Persian Calandars with their beards and heads and eyebrows
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shaven, and all three blind of the left eye− which is surely a strange chance.

They are foreigners from Roumland with the mark of travel plain upon them.

They have just entered Baghdad, this being their first visit to our city and the

cause of their knocking at our door is simply because they cannot find lodging.

Indeed one of them said to me: 'Haply the owner of this mansion will let us

have the key of his stable or some old outhouse wherein we may pass this

night.' For evening had surprised them and, being strangers in the land, they

knew none who would give them shelter. And, O my sisters, each of them are a

figure o' fun after their own fashion, and if we let them in we shall have matter

to make sport of." She gave not over persuading them till they said to her: "Let

them in, and make thou the usual condition with them that they speak not of

what concerneth them not, lest they hear what pleased them not. (29)

In addition to the poor porter, the three ladies accept the bad figure of the calenders to

pass with them the whole night, “their beards and heads and eyebrows shaven, and all three

blind of the left eye” (29) and “O my sisters, each of them is a figure o' fun after his own

fashion” (29), though their ‘wealth’ and more precisely their ‘beauty’, they accept to pass

with them the whole night.

Another point, the ladies accept to pass the whole night with “satisfaction!” (30), here

it shows freedom of self no men restriction over them, it means, they are proud of this

immoral behavior, and what is astonishing, not only with the porter ‘Arab men’ but also

with the European or strangers not Arabs like in this quote, “and have their beards and

heads and eyebrows shaven” (29) the calendars are not Arabs because they got beards and

eye-brow shaved, and another hints that shows are strangers, “They are foreigners from

Roumland” (Burton 29)
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Another aspect that goes with gender is narration, or the feminist narration. The

study of gender and narrative discover the way in which sexual category would change the

narrative text. This study is known as the feminist narration. (Douglas 52). The word

‘gender’ shows identities, roles, and behaviors and qualities of masculinity and femininity

that are related with a specific sex, it refers to the expectations of a society about how we

should think and act as a girls and boys. First, Gender identity is how we feel about and

express our gender and gender roles, clothing, behavior, and personal appearance and

writing. Second, Gender roles refer to the set of attitudes and behaviors, which is socially

expected from the members of a particular gender identity.

Moreover, Gender roles are the way people act, what they do and say, to express

being a girl or a boy, a woman or a man. These characteristics are shaped and directed by

society, Gender roles vary greatly from one culture to the next, from one ethnic group to

the next, and from one social class to another. But every culture has gender roles they all

have expectations for the way women and men, girls and boys, should dress, behave, and

look, as it is mentioned in the previous lines about the behavior in Islamic culture and

European one.

The field of gender and narrative doesn’t show just its importance to the interpretation

of texts and the reader reception, but also to “the structure of narrative texts” (lanser 265).

The study of gender and narrative started in 1986 through the publication of Susan lanser

in ‘Toward a Feminist Narratology’ who evolved the study of gender and narrative into

further reputation. Feminist criticism3 like narration gave new ways of seeing large texts

written by men and women, but here I am not concerned with feminist criticism. So,

narrative technique has a large impact on feminist view about narrative, many
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commentators have argued that feminist criticism is by definition gender criticism because

of its focus on the feminine gender (Warhol).

There are key questions that one can answer concerning gender. For example, look

for female stereotypes. How are the females in the book of the Nights characterized? What

role do women play in it? Are there dominant women? Do women play a major or minor

role? What attitudes are expressed by male and female characters about women? How do

male characters talk to and about female characters? How do female talks with male? To

answer those questions, for instance in the thousand and one night, the character of

Scheherazade is regarded as intelligent and dominant woman, in addition to the three ladies

of Baghdad, and the role women play in the thousand and one night, when studying it one

may be required to discuss what are the roles of women are in the book.

These roles are many. For example, you will find female slaves, magical, faithful, and

faithless. One hero of the book was a woman and her name was Scheherazade. She was a

heroine because she was able to dominate over the king and urge him indirectly to believe

the innocence and of women. This led to the remaining virgins that were in the town being

saved. Man‘s attitudes toward women were see in the whole book as evils, witches,

traitorous, fornicators, always betraying their husbands and unfaithful, whereas, the

attitudes of women to women are saved by Scheherazade.

‘How the female talks with male counterpart?’ Through the analysis of the narrative

process of the text we can note that women empowerment is linked exclusively to a female

narrator who is clever enough to make the tyrant king loves her but at the same time fears

her, like in the following quotes.
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Once upon a time there was a porter in Baghdad who was a bachelor and who

would remain unmarried. It came to pass on a certain day, as he stood about the

street leaning idly upon his crate, behold, there stood before him an honorable

woman in a mantilla of Mosul silk broidered with gold and bordered with

brocade. Her walking shoes were also purred with gold, and her hair floated in

long plaits. She raised her face veil and, showing two black eyes fringed with

jetty lashes, whose glances were soft and languishing and whose perfect beauty

was ever blandishing, she accosted the porter and said in the suavest tones and

choicest language, “Take up thy crate and follow me”. (25)

The porter was so dazzled he could hardly believe that he heard her aright, but

he shouldered his basket in hot haste, saying in himself, "O day of good luck!

O day of Allah's grace!" (25)6

In this quote, “Her walking shoes were also purred with gold, and her hair floated in long

plaits” (25), we notice the narrator describe the beauty of the lady, but through a male

description not through a female description, even though the narrator is Scheherazade! In

other words, a female gender cannot give such a feminine attractive description on a

female gender; however, it is a male gender that can give such attractive and detailed

description of women. Also in this quote, “She raised her face veil and, showing two black

eyes fringed with jetty lashes” (25), here the lady uses nice-looking way to make the porter

under her control in a way, and women attraction and women guile in other way. Like in

this quote, “said in the suavest tones and choicest language” (25), in addition to the use of

tone and language to attract, the use of women provisions like perfumes, as in this

following quote:
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Then she stopped at a perfumer's and took from him ten sorts of waters, rose

scented with musk, orange flower, water lily, willow flower, violet and five

others. And she also bought two loaves of sugar, a bottle for perfume spraying,

a lump of male incense, aloe wood, ambergris, and musk, with candles of

Alexandria wax, and she put the whole into the basket, saying, Up with thy

crate and after me.( Burton 25)

“Take up thy crate and follow me” (25). Finally she got the porter under her gorgeous

power with the use of flattering words to attract him. However, the words used in this

quote and the style of narrating are without doubt female narration, because when the

reader analyze deeply the story, as I did, I can imagine the gestures and the tone used by

the lady when she ordered nicely and adequately the porter to carry the provisions that she

brought, which make the porter submitted to her commands with pleasure, but if she

ordered him in aggressive and forceful way, the porter will not obey her. So here, we

notice that this lady hide such smart and attractive power and especially confidence.

Another point, women attraction could make the porter confess proudly to the ladies that

he is their salve. Like in the following quote:

Then the porter stood up before the mistress of the house and said, "O lady, I

am thy slave, thy Mameluke, thy white thrall, thy very bondsman," and he

began reciting:

A slave of slaves there standeth at thy door,

Lauding thy generous boons and gifts galore.

Beauty! May he come in awhile to 'joy?

Thy charms? For Love and I part nevermore! (28).

Feminist narratology can help us to attain gender distinctions within texts, whether

they are authored by men or women. For example, “by looking at the ways narrative voices
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are gendered in Homodiegetic (the first person narrator) narration” (lanser 281), as I

mentioned previously, when Scheherazade described the beauty of a lady when she met the

porter. I believe the description made by a men; the word use in the story show that.

Narration should be interested in feminist critics because fiction is the dominant genre

in the study of women and literature. That’s why all the scholars have made their studies

about female gender by choosing the Nights as the appropriate example to analyze the

issue of gender. In general, narratology explores the most troubling and complex question

for feminist criticism, whether there is a women’s writing and thinking, and female

tradition, “ the feminist application of narrative theory to texts by women has gone, this

includes the studies of plot, closure, narration and voice” ( 285).

To conclude, there are women who show the highest love and fidelity and there are

betrayers and adulteresses; there are evil women who acts are hidden, and others whose

goodness is equally unbelievable; if there is women whose powers would awe us, there are

others whose beauty will cures us. A woman powerful and temptresses like the basis of the

book, and the story of the porter and the three ladies. The Thousand and One Nights

present a unique viewpoint on the roles of women in Muslim society.

Another point, since as it is said the Nights has anonymous author and the author

might be a men, but why not a women, some of the stories shows that women is evil and

traitorous, as the king attitude toward women, here we may confirm that the book was a

man made, however, in other stories women is differently described as strong, faithful,

intellectual which is Scheherazade and the three ladies, here we may say that the book also

was a women made.
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Notes

1 Feminist narrative concerned with the way in which the narration methods advance the

discovery of gender as an aspects of narrative.

2 I depended on the version of Richard Burton because it resembles to the Arabic version

of امزیان فرحاني (الف لیلة ولیلة)

3 A folktale is a popular story that was passed on in spoken form, from one generation to

the next. Usually the author is unknown and there are often many versions of the tale.

Folktales comprise fables, fairy tales, old legends and even 'urban legends'. Again, some

tales may have been based on a partial truth that has been lost or hidden over time. It is

difficult to categorize folktales precisely because they fit into many categories.

4 refers to the social and cultural codes used to distinguish between what a particular

society considers ‘masculine’ or ‘feminine’ qualities, characteristics, attributes or

behaviors. The definition of gender varies widely and is often the subject of exhaustive

debates, although most agree that gender is largely socially and culturally determined.

Gender can be expressed in dress, mannerisms, speech patterns, and social behaviors and

interactions.

5 Feminist criticism concern itself with stereotypical representations of genders. It also

may trace the history of relatively unknown or undervalued women writers, potentially

earning them their rightful place within the literary canon, and helps create a climate in

which women's creativity may be fully realized and appreciated. The feminist critic seeks

to examine the female experience, especially in comparison to the male experience. This

includes personality, education, childhood experiences, and anything else that defines the

female identity. ( “Purdue OWL”)
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6 like the use of word ‘Allah’ Burton didn’t use the word ‘God’ he kept the same

translation. So, in order not to devalued the exact meaning of the words I have chosen

Burton’s version . Like in, “ )38نھار مبارك (فرحاني وهللا
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General Conclusion

The Nights is a collection of tales linked together into one larger story. The frame is

that of King Shahriar who was betrayed by his wife. After having her put to death, he

decided to marry a new woman each night and murder her in the morning. After three

years, the vizier’s daughter, Scheherazade, comes up with a plan to prevent any future

deaths. The plan was simple: she would marry Shahriar and use narrative techniques by

telling stories every night, and the stories are all about betrayal. This way the king would

put off her death indefinitely in order to hear the completion of the stories. By studying her

stories, here we can notice the early Arabian culture including the gender role and

interactions between the two sexes.

The Arabian culture was extremely patriarchal, the men would often leave home on

business that included trading, visiting, and hunting. For example, in The Story of the

Merchant and the jinni, the husband left his wife and children at home to visit another

country for work when he met the jinni. The women’s main role was to stay home and

keep the house. They were expected to be faithful and obedient, this behavior was

obligatory. But in fact not all the stories show the dominance of man upon women, the

latter wanted to show their power and to stand and fight against these attitudes like in the

story of the porter and the three ladies of Baghdad.

We will not argue that the theme of women’s submission to men is without a doubt shown

in most of the stories. However, it must be said that the empowerment of women is also

very prominent in Scheherazade’s power of using an intelligent narration style. The status

of the ladies in Arabian society is also made clear in the story of our choice: the porter and

the three ladies in Baghdad.
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Another point that needs to be clarified, since this fiction has an anonymous author, I

am of the opinion, that it is possible that there was a group of authors of mixed genders.

The male authors, on the one hand, represented the king ‘shahriar’ as a first example who

had a bad attitude toward women and describe them as evil, adulterers, fornicators and

unfaithful. On the other hand, the opposite sex that represented ‘Scheherazade’: the soft

and innocent creature, in order to defend the female gender. Why would I say this?

Supposing the nights were created only by males, who held bad views about women, it

would have been contradictory for them to create Scheherazade to defend women. Indeed,

a male author could not predict and feel what women think and he could not play with two

different and complicated genders. And another point to be made, a women have always

been a narrators before becoming writers. It is not only in the eighteen century that a

woman was accepted as writer and narrator as Susan lancer mentioned in her book toward

feminist narratology, as in this quote: “ Although feminism and narratology cannot really

be said to have a history”. (Lanser 675)
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